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REPORT OF THE UNITED NATIONS VISITING MISSION

TO THE TRUST TERRITORY OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS, 1964 (T/1620)

LETTER DATE]D 15 MAY 1964 FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE VISITING MISSION

ADDRESSED TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

I have the hc.nour to transmit to you herewith, in accordance with Trusteeship
Council resolution 2138 (XXX) of 24 June 1963 and with rule 98 of the rules of
procedure of the Trusteeship Council, the report of the United Nations Visiting
Mission to the Tr_ast Territory of the Pacific Islands, 1964.

I am glad to inform you that this report is subscribed to unanimously by all four
members of the V:siting Mission.

I should be grateful if you would allow an interval of one week to elapse between
the transmission of this report to the members of the Trusteeship Council and its
general release.

(Signed) Frank H. CORN_

INTRODUCTION

TERMSOF REFERENCE of the Administering Authority on those reports; to receive
petitions, without prejudice to its acting in accordance

1. Pursuant to the Trusteeship Council's resolution with the rules of procedure of the Council, and to investi-
2138 (XXX) of 24 June 1963, the United Nations Visiting gate on the spot such of the petitions received as, in its
Mission to the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, 1964, opinion, warranted special investigation. Finally, the
was composed as follows: Council requested the Visiting Mission to submit to the

Mr. Frank H. Corner (New Zealand), Chairman; Council as soon as practicable a report on its visit to the
Mr. Chiping H. C. Kiang (China',,; Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands containing its
Miss Angle Brooks (Liberia); findings, with such observations, conclusions and recom-
Mr. Cecil E. King (United Kingdom of Great Britain mendations as it might wish to make.

and Northern Ireland).

2. By the same resolution the Trusteeship Council ITINERARY
directed the Visiting Mission to investigate and report as 3. The Mission visited Washington, D.C., on 30 and
fully as possible on the steps taken in the Trust Territory 31 January 1964 for preliminary discussions with repre-
of the Pacific Islands towards the realization of the objec- sentatives of the Departments of State and of the Interior
tives set forth in Article 76 b of the Charter of the United on recent political and economic developments in the
Nations, and to pay special attention to the question of Trust Territory and in particular, also, to obtain an
the future of the Territory in the light of the relevant indication of the views of the Administering Authority
sections of the Charter and the Trusteeship Agreement, as to the future of the Territory. The Secretary of State,
bearing ill mind the provisions of relevant Trusteeship Mr. Rusk, and the Secretary of the Interior, Mr. Udall,
Council and General Assembly resolutions, including the Assistant Secretaries and senior officials of their
General Asscmbly rcsolution 1514 (XV) of 14 December departments gave the Mission the fullest co-operation.

1960; to give attention, as nlight be appropriate in the 4. Accompanied by a secretariat of four persons, 1 the
light of discussions in the Trusteeship Council and of Mission departed for the Trust Territory from New Yorkresolutions adopted by it, to issue,; raised in connexion
with the annual reports on the admirdstration of the Terri-
tory, in the petitions received by the Council concerning _ Themembersofthesecretariat were: Mr. Hung-TiChu, Principal

Secretary; Mr. George T. Daniel, Political Affairs Officer; Mr. wii-
the Territory, in the reports of the previous periodic liam N. Shane, Administrative and Finance Officer; and Miss
visiting missions to the Territory and in the observations Dorothea Sylvester, Secretary.

1
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by air on 4 February and arrived at Saipan on 10 February. nesians or United States officials refrained frem sharing
While in Honolulu en route, the Mission visited the with the Mission their ideas and criticisms. This was a
University of Hawaii, the East-West Center, the Honolulu reflection of the political freedom that prevails throughout
Technical School and the Church College of Hawaii at the Territory and of the very good relations which, on the
Laie. This enabled the Mission to meet nearly thirty whole, exist between representatives of the Administering
Micronesian students, to see them at their work, to Authority and the Micronesians.

obtain their views not only on their educational problems 9. Finally, the Mission wishes to express its gratitude
but also on the present situation and future prospects of to the people of Micronesia. Members of the Mission
Micronesia, and to discuss with their teachers the problems will not soon forget their generous hospitality, friendship
of education in Micronesia as reflected in students who and co-operation. Above all, they will retain the memory
come abroad to study. The Mission also visited the of the bright-eyed and beautiful children of Micronesia,
Bernice P. Bishop Museum, a centre for studies and who compose a rapidly increasing part of the population
research on the Pacific Islands, and the Polynesian Center. and who are enthusiastically seizing the expanded oppor-
The Mission greatly appreciates the co-operation and tunities now being opened up to them in their new and
hospitality it received from the staff of these institutions progressively better equipped and staffed schools. Few
and, especially, from the Micronesian students, countries can have a more meagre endowment of physical

5. In passing through Guam on 9 February and resources than has Micronesia. But in these young
12 March the Mission visited the College of Guam and children and in the older students now moving in ever-
had stimulating discussions with the 100 Micronesian increasing numbers through secondary schools in the
students studying there. Territory and through universities, technical colleges,

6. At the Trust Territory's Headquarters in Saipan the medical schools and agricultural colleges abroad, lies the
Mission had several conferen,:es with the High Com- best hope for Micronesia's future. Its 85,000 people are
missioner and members of his staff on 11 February before Micronesia's greatest resource.
embarking on its tour of the Territory and from 10 to
12 March after its return. Its tour, as will be seen from REPORT OFTHE VISITING MISSION
annex VIII, took it to each of _:he six district centres and
to numerous outlying islands and atolls, including the 10. General descriptions of the geography, history,
two remote atolls of Nukuoro and Kapingamarangi people and culture of the islands called Micronesia are
which, unlike the rest of Mic:ronesia, are inhabited by readily available in the reports of previous visiting mis-
Polynesians and which had not previously been visited by sions 2 and in the annual reports of the Administering
a United Nations mission. The Mission was accompanied Authority. This report is intended to focus attention on
on its tour by Mr. John de Young, Programme Officer on key issues, and particularly on those most relevant to the
the High Commissioner's staff. Throughout the Terri- future of the Territory. The opinions put forward by the
tory the Mission held meetings with district administrators Mission are the result of many hours spent listening to the
and their staffs, at times having long discussions with freely expressed wishes of Micronesians at public and
Micronesian staff separately; w_th the six district legisla- private meetings and informal gatherings; of discussions
tures; with various local and municipal councils; and with elected representatives and officials of the Adminis-
with the public. The written communications which the tering Authority; and of visits to political and educational
Mission received at these meetings but did not deal with institutions, hospitals, farms, agricultural research stations,
on the spot are found in annex L construction projects, co-operatives and business estab-

7. At every point of the visit the High Commissioner, lishments.
the district administrators and officials--a considerable 11. Some matters of detail which have been dealt with
number of them Micronesians, the Mission is happy to by previous missions will be passed over briefly, partly

• record--gave the fullest co-operation. The Mission is for the reason that the Mission desires to paint the picture
grateful to them for this co-operation and for their warm with a broader brush, and even more because the Territory
hospitality, which was always arranged to enable the has reached a stage where--as the Mission will advocate
Mission to make useful contacts and to establish an easy in several sections of its report--the elected representa-
relationship with the greatest possible number of the rives of the people, in their municipal councils, district
people of Micronesia, officials and non-officials. The legislatures and above all in the new congress of Micro-
Mission is likewise grateful to the legislators, members of nesia, should be given the responsibility and the power,
the municipal councils, and women's organizations for and the money, to deal with their problems for themselves.
their receptions and hospitality. At times the Mission This principle has also guided the Mission in its consid-
visited small islands with meagre resources; and it seemed eration of educational, economic and social factors. The
that the poorer the people the greater their welcome and central issues are the questions of political advancement
the more generous their hospitality. The reception given and the future of the Trust Territory. The Mission will
by the people of the beautiful but not rich atoll of Kapinga- refer to some of the many encouraging signs it encountered
marangi, in particular, was deeply moving, to indicate that a nation of Micronesia--a Micronesian

"self" as distinct from a collection of island communities--
8. Throughout the Territory, the Mission encountered is emerging from what has been in reality no more than a

warm and sympathetic interest in its work and in that of haphazard grouping of islands and peoples which an
the United Nations. Children sang songs about the accident of history brought under the administration eraUnited Nations; banners of welcome were spread; every-
where, by Micronesians and by United States officials,
the United Nations was given every respect as a body ' See Official Records of the Trusteeship Council, Eighth Session,
which had in mind only the interest and well-being of the Supplement No. 2; ibid., Twelfth Session, Supplement No. 3; ibid.,

Eighteenth Session, Supplement No. 3; ibid., Twenty-fourth Session,
people of the Territory. It was seldom indeed that in Supplement No. 3; and ibid., Twenty-seventh Session, Supplement
discussing the problems of the Territory either Micro- No. 2.
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single Power as trustee. The Mission believes that this public expenditure too far beyond what the people of
creation of a Micronesian self is essential if self-deter- Micronesia would be able to afford if they had to depend
ruination is to be meaningful; for the alternative would on their own resources without large-scale outside aid.
be fragmentation--the "self-determination" of a multi- (Even at that time the Administering Authority subsidized
tude of separate islands or districts. With the imperative far more than half the expenditure of the Territory.}
of self-determination in accordance with the United But, given the immense problems imposed by the scattered
Nations Charter and General Assembly resolution 1514 nature of the Territory--which caused much of the budget
(XV) foremost in mind, the Mission will suggest further to be absorbed in salaries of expatriates and transport
measures--in every field of activity but pre-eminently in costs--the subsidy of about $6 million was inadequate
the political which in its opinion would accelerate the even for care and maintenance. In retrospect, it is a
process of fusing one people out of 85,000 individuals matter for surprise that so much was in fact accomplished,
speaking nine separate languages and inhabiting two particularly in the fields of education and health: the
thousand islands scattered over 3 million square miles of Territory has fortunately had the services of not a few
ocean, able and devoted specialists and administrators who did

12. The Mission's report will concentrate on the their best with such resources as they were given, while
Present and the future rather than on the past, except when making no secret of their view that the results were
the past cannot be ignored because of its continuing in- inadequate. But the results of the so-called realistic
fluence on the present and the immediate future, financial policy became plain to see not only in the run-down state of many roads, inadequate houses and shabby

buildings over considerable parts of the Territory; but
GENERALCONSIDERATIONS equally in the stagnant economy and the growing impa-

tience among those quite numerous Micronesians who
13. Of the Pacific Ocean it has been written: "To talk were aware of other standards.

about its land, until we come to the cluster of Indonesia 15. Now, however, since 1961, the last time that a
and the bulk of Australia in the south-west, might almost United Nations mission visited the Territory, a great
be reckoned derisory." Consta:atly in considering Micro- change has taken place in the policy of the Administering
nesia, one returns to the facts of the vastness of ocean and Authority. Partly as a result of the report of the United
the minuteness of land, and to the immensity of the prob- Nations Visiting Mission to the Trust Territory of the
lems of administration and development posed by these Pacific Islands, 1961 (T/1582) a the late President Kennedy
unalterable and inescapable facts. If all the islands of appointed an inter-departmental task force to re-examine
Micronesia were put together to become a single island, the question of the future of the Trust Territory and to
the total land area would add up to an island of only review the responsibilities and obligations of the United
700 square miles, which would :;till be only a small speck States in relation to the 1947 Trusteeship Agreement.
in the Pacific Ocean--smaller even than other small This review led to substantial changes in both the direction
territories in the Pacific, such as Western Samoa (1,130 and the pace of the development of the Territory. The
square miles), Fiji (7,055 square miles), New Caledonia Administering Authority has set itself the formidable
(7,335 square miles) and the Solomon Islands Protectorate task of providing educational and health facilities which
(11,500 square miles). And if all the 85,000 people of will permit all Micronesians to develop to the limit of
Micronesia were gathered on this hypothetical single their human capacity, and of actively helping the people

' island, they would still form a very small community, of the Territory to develop their islands to the limit of
But, as if to make matters as .difficult as possible, there their economic capacity. To carry out this task the United
are 2,100 separate islands scattered over an area of States Congress has forthetwofiscalyears 1963 and 1964
3 million square miles of ocean extending 2,700 miles raised its subsidy to $15 million, and for the fiscal year
from west to east and 1,300 miles from north to south. 1965, i.e., 1 July 1964 to 30 June 1965. President Johnson
True, some are only minute pieces of sand and coral has requested that it be raised still further to $171_ million.
which cannot support habitation, but well over I00 of the The 1964 Mission had the opportunity of observing the
islands are inhabited. According to the statistics, only first fruits of the new policy, which will certainly transform
two islands have more than 4,000 population (Saipan, Micronesia, in many ways that cannot yet be fully foreseen.
8,151; and Koror, 4,296); three have more than 3,000 Ev_y aspect of the education system is in theAarocess of
(Majuro, 3,940; Moen, 3,829; Kusaie, 3,060); twenty-three being ]repro . - rogramme to construct
have between 500 and 1,000; sixty-one have under 500 and 40_y-school classrooms and 217 houses for
twenty-seven have under 100. teachers was well under way during the Mission's visit and

14. For several years, from 1947 virtually until 1963, is due to be completed by June 1965. Secondary school
the annual governmental expenditure of the Territory was expansion is also under way. Another programme has
about $7 million, of which about $5 million was a subsidy been launched to expand and impro--'V_medi_d c_tr_ in"aU
from the Administering Authority. This was sufficient its aspec s-- ospl a s, eld medical services, samta_ion
to administer Micronesia on no more than a caretaker servi-e_, dental services, and the training of medical
basis. Sometimes, the Mission suspects, this financial personnel and nurses. Transportation services between
policy may have gone unchallenged because of inertia, districts have been improved, with better shipping services
Sometimes it was rationalized, by the theory that the and with the introduction of a larger aircraft and the
islanders should be protected in their "under-developed construction of new airfields in Yap and Truk. The
but happy" state and should be left to set the pace of Mission visitedthe scene of construction ofthe new airport
advance for themselves; by critics this was sometimes for Palau, a major undertaking. Security restrictions
stigmatized as an "anthropological" or "sociological have been relaxed, and in August 1962 the Territory was
museum" approach. But sometimes it was defended on opened to economic development by outside investment.
the "realistic" ground that the Territory should not,
through outside subsidies, be habilitated to a level of s Ibid., Twenty-seventhSession,SupplementNo. 2.
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In. 1962 the United States Navy's jurisdiction over Saipan, challeng these formidable problems. But it is not
I tinian and the northern Mariana Islands ended, and the possible meaningful consideration either to the

mification of the whole Trust Territory under the civilian present s or to the future prospects of Micronesiaunless an effort is made to comprehend them. The
ijurisdiction of the Department of the Interior was thus
completed. Simultaneously, the headquarters of the Mission itself had to keep reminding itself of the facts
Nigh Commissioner was moved to Saipan, thereby at of Micronesian geography when it felt disappointment, as
last locating the seat of Government in the Trust Territory. it did from time to time, that, given the great increase in
potentially as important as any of these developments, the spending, even greater progress was not apparent. Nor
_stablishment of the Council of Micronesia with nearly could it ignore completely the fact that the end of the
all elected members, and its specific recommendations in Second World War saw almost every building in Micro-
March 1963 for instituting a Territorial legislature to be nesia in ruins, many islands littered with the wreckage of
known as the Congress of Micronesia, ushered in a new war, and the previous economy completely destroyed
and significant phase in the political advance towards (though mole rehabilitation might surely have been
_ell'-govermne1_l or imlcl_cndence. It will be appreciated expected, nearly twenty years having passed since the
lh,I ,,11Ih,,q,,,,hw,.l,qm,,',l,_ ,r,_ i,_ lira', will, th-,;_ r','l_eal- war's esl(I). The Mission also had to remind itself that
,.,11'to,l'lf, ,,I,.rl *ez_.l I1,- '/,._f_* 1,7 " _;_'rl'*; ,_1"I lr,ilr.,I Ibm.lir,;I iwd;llmcrfl, o1"lhe I_ew_15 million budget had not
INJiltl_llti Vltllllll_t,Illlt'dllltllt_illl II I_y Ihc,'l,.:_lc'::dJJlJ("m"_d. Ijt;cf, I_:_:c:ivt:dhi the 'lull'it_Jry ulJtil May 1963. Thus,

I¢_. I,arl,e _.s i_ Ihc .uw level of Ihe IJiiiled ,'-;tates much of the new construction which the Mission saw
subsidy, _.,rually as it is to b_ welcomed, and generous completed or in progress throughout the length and
Ihouph it is as an am_tml _rant to a "_opulation of only breadth o _ the Territory had been accomplished in less
gS,(lO0people, it remain_ a fact that money doe'_not go as than a year. Finally, the Mission could not be unaware,
far in such a geographically dispersed area as it would in for the sad evidence was before it on Saipan and Ulithi, of
a compact territory. For example, s!x district adminis- the ever-present menace of typhoons which frequently
trations as well as a headquarters must be provided where bring death and complete devastation and in a few hours
one would otherwise suffice; for a population equal to that destroy what man has taken years to accomplish, and
of a small city there exist numerous municipal councils, nature centuries. Once these facts came into focus, the
six district councils, a central congress, six highly qualified Mission's not infrequent sense of disappointment was
.district engineers, six directors of education, six district balanced by appreciation of the energy and drive now
agriculturi;;ts, six airports, six broadcasting stations, eight being applied.
substantial hospitals, and inlinitely rrore secondary and 18. Some of the suggestions and criticisms made later [
elementary schools than would be needed in a single in this report, particularly as regards economic develop°
island of only 700 square miles; similarly, the necessity for ment, imply an even higher level of subsidy by the Admin-
duplication and elaboration arises with roads, power and istering Authority than $171_ million annually. Had
water facilities, shipping and aircraft, and communications this level, or even a rather smaller one, been operating
-equipment. Distance and dispersion multiply many-fold for some years--even better, had it been operating since
the human effort and cost involved in. coping with every the beginning of the trusteeship in 1947--it might well
problem. And the effort and cost become vastly greater have been unnecessary to suggest a further increase. But
'as the Territory moves away from a simple economy of much that might have been done at leisure over a period /local subsistence to a money-based economy geared to of fifteen years must now be done rapidly--and sometimes,
world standards and aspirations, because of the need for haste in planning and execution,

17. In setting out these basic facts and the difficulties less economically than might have been possible in dit-
to which they give rise, the Mission by no means intends to ferent circumstances. And it must be done in a Territory

imply that the problems of Micronesia are insoluble, whose geographical dispersion and remoteness make
Given energy--and money--it is possible, as the Adminis- every undertaking more costly, probably, than in any
tration has now started to demonstrate, to rise to the other area of the world.

CHAPTER [

EDUCATIONAL ADVANCEMENT

GENERAL through scholarships abroad, for those who have the

19. Basic to the work and plans of the Administering capacity to profit from further schooling.
Authority for the Trust Territory is its new policy in 20. The Mission found the new developments in
education. This was adopted as a result of a reassess- education welcomed throughout Micronesia. The Mis-
ment of the educational needs of the T,_rritory undertaken sion likewise welcomes them, not only in themselves, but
in 1962. The policy is to provide educational opportuni- also because they form a central part and a guarantee of
ties for all Micronesians so that the_ can develop their the good faith of the Administering Authority's stated
capabilities to the fullest extent. It is to be effected by aim of preparing Micronesians so that they can replace
providing a free public-school system from elementary to United States personnel in positions of leadership through-
high school, conducted entirely in the English language, out the Territory. The new education system was
with advanced training in the trades and professions, launched less than two years ago; the new schools are still

4



, _ ' CHAPTER V

POLITICAL ADVANCEMENT

]NTRODUCTION powers" which has been followed in establishing the
executive and legislative organs in Micronesia. The

194. If the Mission were to sum up its strongest single Mission has, of course, no criticism to make of this doc-
impression it would be this: that Micronesia, once literally trine as such. It is widely recognized as an effective
a geographical expression, is :now welding itself into a check oll executive tyranny and is a cardinal feature of the
unified people. Out of six districts, nine languages and constitutions of malay United Nations Members. Nor
two thousand islands, scattered by situation and isolated would tile Mission regard it as necessarily inappropriate
by history, a national consciousness has begun to evolve, to the constitutional development of Micronesia; it is
It is not yet wide-spread and parochial feelings are still the United States system and the only one well understood
strong. But the process has begun and will spread in the Territory. The fact is, however, that the strict

swiftly. Improvements in communications, broadcasting, application of the doctrine in a territory which is relatively f
the rising standard of education--all are strengthening the under-developed and which contains as yet only a small
concept of a distinct Micrones:an community. Symbols 61ite of educated people poses some practical difficulties,
can strengthen this sense of a shared future. The Terri- which the Administering Authority has not perhaps always
tory has already adopted its own flag. The Mission would recognized.
like to see this reinforced by Micronesian passports,

, postage stamps, currency and a bank of Micronesia. The 197. The point may seem a fine one but it lies at the
symbols must, however, reflect a reality, and the reality of heart of the whole problem of effective Micronesian con-
Micronesia will above all lie in its political development, trol of the governmental process. Unless it is grasped
Once the people of the Territory come together to confront the Mission's recommendations on the direction of polit-._
their common problems, and as widely scattered corn- ical development cannot be understood properly. The
munities are joined in the pursuit of common interests, drawback of the separation of powers as applied in the
the pace of unification will quicken. Political progress Territory is precisely its advantage in other and better-
alone can tap that mysterious potentiality which makes endowed countries" that it keeps the executive and legisla-
a united people greater and more important than the tive branches in watertight compartments. In a devel-
sum of its parts, oping country whose greatest need is trained leaders the

195. At the present point in Micronesia's growth, drain on scarce human resources is heavy; in a sense it
therefore, accelerated political development is not merely halves the effectiveness of these resources. It hampers
necessary for its own sake. I1 is in fact the key to all that cross-fertilization between administrators and legis-
other development. An Administering Authority, how- lators which can have an educative effect on both. It
ever well-intentioned and conscientious, can only achieve could shut off the elected representatives of the people
so much by its own energies. Progress, particularly from the kind of day-to-day contact with administration
economic progress, soon begins to raise issues of policy which develops and tempers political opinions. The
which, because they affect the lives of people in funda- result could easily be a feeling of conflicting interests, an
mental ways, can only be decided effectively by the people unfortunate rivalry between the legislature and the

executive at a time when--in such a small country--thethemselves. Changes in land tenure, for instance, may
be economically desirable but il is not always practicable prime need is for the consolidation of all the national
for an Administering Authority to make them. The energies behind the task of national development and the

move towards self-government. The risk is of a govern-same changes can be made with surprising speed once
responsibility rests with the people and they have become ment within a government. The present Council of
convinced of the need. So there is little point in attempt- Micronesia is admittedly only advisory but already some
ing to distinguish political from other fields of endeavour members have experienced an unhappy sensation of
in a developing country. At a certain stage of growth all political weightlessness in getting to grips with Administra-
issues converge and become matters of political decision, tion policies. Unless the point is recognized and correc-
This stage has now been reached in the Territory. Major tive measures taken, a similar situation could arise when
decisions which will shape Micronesian society for many the congress of Micronesia is established.
years to come are in the offing. A growing number of 198. To sum it up briefly, the separation of the legisla-
Micronesians are aware that such decisions must be ture and the executive in a dependent territory rules out
taken, and have their own views on what should be done. any form of unified political development by which elected
In these circumstances it is e,;sential that they should representatives can acquire legislative experience, begin to
share the responsibility for making the decisions. The familiarize themselves with the workings of government
alternative would be a grow ng frustration, the earliest departments and in due course, as ministers, assume the
signs of which the Mission could sometimes detect in its political direction of one. Since the available resources
discussions with some Micronesian leaders, are limited, a choice has to be made. Either the executive

196. It is vital that political development should take or the legislature has to be selected as the immediate
a form which promotes unity and which harnesses all the cutting-edge of development. In the present circum-
forces of Micronesian society into a single striking force, stances of the Trust Territory the most obvious course is
It is equally vital, as well as obvious, that this should to advance the Territorial legislature to the point where it
involve the most effective Micronesian participation. But can become the effective voice and instrument of Micro-
in the present circumstances of the Territory these two nesian wishes. This is in no way to suggest that Microni-
points are not easily reconciled. The problem lies partly zation of the civil service or the question of introducing
in the constitutional doctrine known as the "separation of some form of popular mandate into the executive branch
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, , -T .should be neglected; these two points will be fully dis- July and that the Council of Micronesia would not be
cussed elsewhere in this chapter. But neither course can further consulted before the order came into force.

produce immediate results. There are not enough trained 202. It is clear that preparations for a Territorial
Micronesians as yet to fill the top administrative positions; legislature have proceeded methodically and that at each
nor has any leader with Territory-wide support yet emerged step there have been consultations with the elected
who could be envisaged as an elected chief executive. Micronesian representatives. Some doubts may be felt
Political progress cannot wait for either. The Mission as to how intensive these consultations have been. The
has therefore concluded that the approach likely to yield November session of the Council of Micronesia lasted
the quickest and most satisfying results in expanding only nine days and dealt also with economic and other
Micronesian responsibility lies for the meantime in the matters; political debate seems to have concentrated
development of the Territorial legislature, mainly on procedural matters and members seem to have

given little consideration to the central question of the
THE LEGISLATURE power of the legislature, and particularly its power over

f" 199. Some time ago the Administering Authority budgetary matters. But the Mission feels that at this
pledged itself to establish a true Territorial legislature by stage what is needed is not so much another round of
1965. Over the past eighteen months it has been engaged debates, which have already taken up nearly two years;
in active preparations to honour this pledge and by the the need is for the Administering Authority to make a
time of the Mission's visit these preparations were almost careful but urgent review of the executive order to ensure
complete. An executive order, forming part of the Code that the framework of the proposed legislature should not
of the Trust Territory, will probably come into force merely reflect the results of past consultations but that its
within a few months. It will establish a Territorial powers should be broad enough to provide for future
legislature and define its powers. Under the order elec- growth.

] tions to the new legislature are likely to be held next 203. After travelling through the Territory the Mission \November. formed the opinion that the draft executive order shown \200. The present Council of Micronesia was estab- to the Mission might well meet the present wishes of most
fished in August 1961. Though still advisory in character, Micronesians. And yet the legislative structure, partic-
it represented a marked advance on the previous consulta- ularly of a developing territory, must do more than accom-
tive body: it held regular sessions and consisted of twelve modate present views. It must positively encourage the
members--two from each district--elected by universal enlargement of these views and provide the scope for
suffrage. A little over a year later, in October 1962, this such enlargement. There is no question of forcing people
body, at the suggestion of the High Commissioner, into situations for which they do not feel ready, but
appointed a Legislative Draft ng Committee to draw up everything possible should be done to stimulate the
recommendations on the form of the future Territorial growth of their confidence. In a Territory where transi-
legislature. The Committee began work almost at once tion in some fields has been almost hectic, the pace of
and travelled to every district. As a working paper it had political advance cannot be set by reference to the slowest
a draft legislative charter prepared by the United States or to those--the great majority in any country--who are
Department of the Interior and it took this into account little interested. It depends rather on the most advanced
in formulating its own conclusions. These latter were and the most active; those who will in fact be the political
presented to the Council of Micronesia in March 1963, leaders of the new Micronesia. There is no lack of these.

and the Council then adoptec, a recommendation which 204. The Mission heard many views on the new
defined in broad terms the form of legislature which it legislature in the course of its visit. Almost all speakers
wanted. The Council's recommendation is reproduced as welcomed it and expressed the hope that it would be
annex III to this report, constituted as soon as possible. But there were also

201. This recommendation by no means closed the criticisms, some of which were the result of a vague but
discussion. Debate on some points had been lively and understandable timidity at taking a step whose ultimate
the decisions on them not entirely settled. The Admin- effects could be only dimly perceived. In Yap, for
istering Authority had views of its own--for instance, on instance, people worried about the eroding effect the new
the question of a bicameral legislature--as did the survey body might have on their ancient customs; hence, as a
mission appointed by the late President Kennedy and defensive measure, they wanted a bicameral legislature.
headed by Mr. Anthony M. Solomon, which visited the Some criticisms were the result of an imperfect grasp of
Territory in July and August of 1963. When the Council the issues involved. The publicizing of issues and dis-
of Micronesia met again, in November 1963, it had before cussions by representatives with their districts were not
it a document prepared by the High Commissioner's always effective; this complaint was voiced, in particular,
office which set out the March recommendations of the by the people of Saipan--although it is only fair to add
Council, the recommendations of the survey mission and that in districts such as Palau and the Marshall Islands
the recommendations of the Administration. The Court- delegates to the Council of Micronesia had reported back
cil then examined the alternatives, with the assistance of fully and there had been lively discussions. But on one
an officer sent from the Department of the Interior and point every district showed a remarkable unanimity.
members of the High Commissioner's staff. Its final Speaker after speaker emphasized that a strong legislature
conclusions were incorporated, without significant change, with real power was needed to pull the Territory together
in a draft executive order which was shown to the Mission and get it moving. Some impatience was expressed at the
last January and on which the Mission's subsequent advisory role of the present Cotmcil of Micronesia. It
comments are based. The question is not entirely settled was frustrating to be a member of the Council: when no
and last-minute changes could be made. It was the action was taken by the Administration on matters raised
expectation of the Administering Authority, however, by representatives, their districts were quick to complain:
that the executive order would be issued some time before "You didn't do any good for us". The need to forge a
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' ' united Micronesia was constantly raised; the main instru- expressions of support for other alternatives. In these
merit for achieving that goal would be a central legislature circumstances, the Mission would like to set out what it
with power to pass laws and review the budget. Members feels are the more compelling arguments for unicameralism.
of the Palau District Legislature told the Mission that the It understands that the Administering Authority shares
first priority was a congress of Micronesia with real similar views.
power. They said that Palau and the other districts had

good representatives well able to legislate. If they had 207. The obvious point is size. In a territory of only
the power to levy taxes and allocate funds they could work 85,000 inhabitants there must be very special reasons \to bring about unity and prosperity in Micronesia. The indeed to justify the expense and complexity of two
same points were made by the Hold-Over Committee of Houses. The Trust Territory of New Guinea, with thirty
the Marshall Islands District Congress. Perhaps the times the population and even greater problems of
most explicit linking of Territorial unity with a strong diversity, has only one House, as do several other Pacific
legislature came from the least-expected quarter--the countries, including New Zealand and Western Samoa.
Marianas Islands District, where unification with Guam Economy and simplicity are no less needed in Micronesia.

It is not so much that two legislatures, with their separateis still a major preoccupation If such a secession was not
possible--and both the Administering Authority and memberships, staff and buildings, are wasteful of money.
successive visiting missions have explained many times Much more important, they are wasteful of human
that it is not--then a strong M2icronesian legislature was the resources. Nothing could be more shortsighted than for
only other alternative. "if there is to be a congress of the the Territory to dissipate its best representatives among a
Trust Territory", said a speaker at a public meeting in multiplicity of legislatures. (The Mission was relieved to

, Saipan, "then make it strong and not merely advisory-- note that the once luxuriant growth of district chambers
something that we can work with". He drew the loudest has been curbed and that all these are now unicameral).
applause of the evening. Many people are not yet experienced in the working of

representative institutions. The need is for the simplest
205. This point has been made at some length, not possible system--a stripped-down form of democratic

merely because of its intrinsic importance, but because it govermnent--rather than for one of the most elaborate
was the main and in some cases the only point about ever devised. Responsibility should be placed squarely on
political development made at mcetings attended by the the legislative body, not dissipated by disputes, confusions |
Mission. As such, it came inevitably to be the Mission's and conferences, all of which can easily become a legisla- lchief point of reference. The unanimous desire for a tive game and a substitute for real action. Against these
legislature which could be tl:.e embodiment and voice of considerations must be balanced the need to protecta united Micronesia must be the test of all institutional diversity and to _Vure th,tt Icglth,_tte--district viewpoints
details. At the thirtieth session of the Trusteeship Coun- are not disregar_overridd_n by the
cil (1218th meeting), the High Commissioner commented Territorial Government. The smaller districts like Palau
on the willingness of the Micronesian leaders, not only fear that their interests would be swamped by the greater
to accept the privileges, but also to assume the respon- population and voting power of districts like Truk.
sibilities of democratic self-govermnent; and after meeting Others--Yap and the Marshall Islands--are concerned
many of these leaders the Mission would agree. The that their distinctive social systems and traditional customs
question is, will the form of legislature at present proposed might be destroyed. These fears are understandable and
give them the scope to do so7 If not, the resulting frustra- cannot be brushed aside. They are the historic reasons
tion could damage, not merely relations between the why bicameralism is necessary in a federal state. But the
Administration and the elected legislature, but the whole Mission would be reluctant to concede that the elaborate
course of political development. The structure of the institutions of federalism, with their inevitable balancing
proposed congress of Micronesia must be scrutinized to of forces and diffusion of power, are needed in a territory
ensure that its capacities are adequate to fulfil the hopes with a population the size of a small city. There are
that are being placed in it. The most effective functioning other and just as effective means of reassuring the smaller
of this congress will probably hinge on four broad con- districts. Certain local rights--rights, for example, which
siderations: its form and powers; the nature of its member- could not be changed without the consent of the district
ship; its relationship with the Administration; and its concerned--could be entrenched in the Code of the
financial authority. Each o:? these points the Mission Trust Territory and ultimately in the constitution. More
will examine in detail: immediately practicable, however, would be a compromise

whereby the Territory adopted a unicameral legislature, of
The form andpower_ of the legislature eighteen or perhaps twenty-four members, with equal

representation from each district. This was approved by
206. The question of the form of the legislature--that the Council of Micronesia at its November session as a

is, whether there should be one House or two--was so second alternative to bicameralism. Palau and Yap
hotly debated at the last two sessions of the Council of supported it. It is possible that if the Administering
Micronesia that the Mission i:; loath to reopen it, for fear Authority were to come out in favour of this alternative,
of further inflating the importance of this essentially opinion in the Territory would come to recognize--what
procedural question. If a majority of people in the the Mission itself feels--that such a proposal could go
Territory clearly prefer a bicameral system, then the far to combine the advantages of both forms: the sire-
Mission sees no reason--its own views notwithstanding-- plicity of a single House together with a proper protection
why this cannot be cheerfully accepted. It is better to do for district interests.
so than to create an issue whlch could bedevil politics in
the Territory for years to come. But no such settled 208. The question of form, however, is not the onl_
preference seems yet to have emerged. On both occasions point about the new legislature which is worth exam{
in the Council of Micronesia the decision for bicameralism ining--a fact which was sometimes lost sight of during]

was narrowly carried, and it has been coupled with the Council of Micronesia's controversy over bicam- l
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_ eralism. There is also the morc_inmorlant question of hold this diverse territory together--but to place them in

I powers. One or two Council members compla_he the hands of a popularly elected chief executive. None
time"_that this was being overlooked, and several members the less, so long as the High Commissioner is not elected
told the Mission that they would like a further discussion and therefore not accountable to the people of the Terri-
on the subject, with particular regard to budgetary tory, his proposed power to legislate, in cases which he
matters. Central to the creation of any true legislature deems urgent or to declare an emergency could be a
is the question of the type and scope of its powers, and serious invasion of the dignity and thcrefore the effec-
many comments on this poir.t will be scattered through- tiveness of the newlegislature. A number of people in the
out the chapter. The two most vital areas of authority Territory said they had no fear that the present High
--powers in relation to the Acministration and power over Commissioner would abuse these powers, for they had
the budget--are discussed se3arately. It would be both come to trust him as a man who respected the views of
time-consuming and pointless for the Mission to make its the people of Micronesia. But how could they be sure
own catalogue of such powers. Instead, it wishes to make about his successor? The need for some emergency powers
a more general observation: on the authority of the is obvious; but the circumstances in which they might be
legislature, used should be more clearly defined and provision also

made for the congress of Micronesia to confirm or repeal
209. The Administering Authority has undertaken to such legislation at its next session. Again, powers of

establish an effective legisla'_ure. The Mission has no veto and disallowance must be conceded to the Admin-
doubt that its present proposals, drafted in consultation istering Authority so long as it retains the ultimate respon-
with the elected Micronesian representatives, generally sibility. But it is important that on the occasions--and
reflect this intention. There are minor restrictions, such presumably they would be rare--when these powers are
as those forbidding gambling casinos, divorce or special exercised, a written statement of reasons should be laid
tax inducements to corporations, which might be better before the legislature for debate if desired. The Mission
left to the discretion of an assembly presumed to be was pleased to note the beginnings of this practice in the
responsibly constituted. And it does not seem appro- present Council of Micronesia. It is not simply a matter
priate that the legal counsel to the congress should be of respect for the legislature. It represents, in fact, an
designated by the High Commissioner; the congress should acknowledgement by the Administration of its accotmt-
have a legal counsel whose sole loyalty is to the legislature, ability to public opinion.
and this should be arranged as soon as the volume of

business justifies such an appointment. But these matters Membershipdo not primarily concern the Mission. What does con-
cern it is that the liberal approach of the Administering 211. The effectiveness of the new legislature, whatever
Authority should be consistently carried through the its scope, is going to depend also on the quality of its
entire legislative charter. The logic of a true Territorial members. This is first and foremost a matter for the
legislature must not become blurred by any weakening of electors. But the latter can at least be helped by ensuring
political imagination, or hedged about by the natural that their choice of candidates is as wide and untram-
caution of those who draft laws. Legislative responsi- melled as possible. Here an unexpected difficulty arises.
bility cannot be partitioned or it disappears. Unless the It may be assumed that, as is natural in a developing
powers of the new congress of Micronesia are fully country, malay of the ablest and best-educated Microne-
adequate to its tasks, and expectations, it will remain siancitizens will be in government service. That, after all,
largely advisory. To put it another way, if the congress is what they have been educated for. Unfortunately this
is not treated as a responsible body, it is much more group of officers, or rather the more senior of them, will,
likely to behave like an irresponsible one. Its coming under the present proposals, be disqualified from coming
role is a challenging one which will not be properly dis- forward as candidates unless they are prepared first to
charged without the knowledge--at once sobering and resign their positions.
exciting--that ability to control the Territory's future /rests in its hands. 212. The Mission would entirely agree with the need

to keep the two functions separate. It is neither desirable
210. W_ ,_i,,,t it is v.,erth-_ the nor proper that any members of the new congress should

legislative powers which are to be reserved for the Admin- continue to hold positions in the civil service. For one
istr " . " an mgtl]e list of minor restrictions thing there is the risk of embarrassment and confusion of
wtffeh- the Mission has already deprecated, it seems to be loyalties. Since both demand considerable time and
intended that the legislature should have very wide powers energy, mixing the two would most likely ensure that
of legislation--powers which by implication include the neither task was properly discharged. Nor can the risk
power to alter the Code of the Trust Territory, except for be overlooked of administrative influence extending--or,
its "human rights" provisions or for those provisions that more likely, being suspected to extend--into the actions
incorporate a basic international treaty or agreement, of legislators anxious to safeguard their administrative
The Administering Authority'will retain a concurrent right careers. In other words, membership of congress is a
to amend the Code but the Mission trusts that it would form of public service which will not be compatible with
not exercise this right except in consultation with the any other. It will, however, be dependent on the notor-
congress of Micronesia. The powers of the High Corn- iously unpredictable will of the electors. Those senior
missioner must doubtless extend, for the meantime at officials who might wish to enter politics and whose
any rate, not merely to executive matters but also to the training would be invaluable in that field over the next
exercise of some influence on the legislative process, few years will have to weigh the hazards. By having to
His influence will help the legislature and executive to resign their positions before seeking election they face at
work as a team; and it may _ell be that the future course least some risk of losing everything. The risk may be
will be, not to whittle away these powers--for a self- enough to turn away some who might otherwise be in-
governing Micronesia will need a strong executive to help terested. If so the Territory could well be paying too
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, _ high a price for the luxury of a strict adherence to the about 83,000 but now considerably higher. Some eco-
separation of powers, nomic sacrifice should quite properly be involved in the

213. The Administration has shown itself on other honour of representing one's fellow citizens, and it might
occasions capable of easing the bonds of constitutional be unwise to fix a salary at a level which made it unduly
doctrine in case of need (as it did, for instance, by aban- profitable to gain election. Nor should it be overlooked
doning in Micronesia the time-honoured principle of the that what is at present under consideration is the salary of
local financing of education). The Mission hopes that in members of the legislature and not of a cabinet. But
the present case it may prove possible to do so again, while not wishing to suggest any particular sum, the
What is needed is an interim measure, for with the spread Mission firmly agrees that an annual salary of worth-
of education the relative importance of civil servants will while proportions is essential. Only a proper recompense
decline and hence the need for them as candidates. In the will attract members of the best quality and encourage

them to devote their main effort to their legislative work.meantime, therefore, the Mission suggests that all govern-
ment employees who wish slaould be given leave of 216. If it is objected that a special financial induce-
absence, without pay, to run fcr the congress. If elected ment--i.e, a per diem allowance--would be needed to
they would of course resign from the government service, persuade those members not otherwise motivated to
although it might be possible, to protect any pension attend regularly, then a fixed annual salary together with
rights they had acquired for a further period of time, say an appropriate daily stipend during the session would seem
two or four years. AlternativeJy, a prospective candidate adequate. At least it would reduce the temptation for
could resign at the outset of his campaign, but with an members to augment their allowances by prolonging the
automatic right of reinstatement if he does not succeed, session. This temptation is presumably the reason why
There may well be other means ef overcoming the difficulty it is proposed to limit the duration of the congress's one
and avoiding the discouragement of a potential and annual session to thirty days. Many members have
otherwise well-qualified candidate, complained that past sessions of the Council of Micronesia

have been too short for proper discussions, and the Mission
214. Those candidates who are successful should not, is inclined to agree. There seems no reason why any

in the Mission's opinion, be left: under any misapprehen- inflexible limit should be set. Thirty days is not an
sion that their work will be' intermittent or part-time: ungenerous figure, particularly when compared with nine
There is a detectable tendency in the legislative charter as for the last session of the Council of Micronesia, but it
at present drafted to look upon representational duties as is an arbitrary one; some sessions may be shorter but
something of a temporary interruption in a member's others, particularly as the congress gains experience, could
normal and private activities. This is perhaps a nostalgic well be longer. With the importance of daily allowances
glance backward (and not the only one in these proposals) diminished by the payment of a salary, it seems better,
to the early days of the United States; a reminder of a and more appropriate to the dignity of the legislature, to
more leisurely approach to legislation. But the circum- leave a proper adjournment date for each session to be
stances of Micronesia are quite different. Here there is fixed by the legislature itself.
time to be made up, decades of growth to be telescoped,
and the work of the elected legislators will form one of
the best ways of doing it. It is important to establish Relations with the Administration
from the outset that the dutie,, of representatives will 217. As earlier comments will have made clear, the
by no means be confined to attendance at sittings. Per- Mission is very conscious of the need to ensure that the
haps their most time-consuming and arduous task--cer- new congress will have a close working relationship with
tainly one of the most important--will be that of reporting the Administration. Although the point is hardly touched
back to their scattered constituen:s, a process ofconsulta- upon in the legislative charter now proposed, it is most
tion and political education which will be of considerable definitely a matter which cannot be taken for granted or
benefit to both. In addition there will be committee left to chance. Unless some organic links are created, an
work; every member should develop a special acquaintance Administration which is responsible in effect as well as
with one segment of the work of the Administration. And in law to the United States Government and a legislature
there will be many other misce!laneous duties ranging responsible to the people of the Territory can all too easily
from investigatioll of constituents' grievances to partici- drift into suspicion and misunderstanding. Through
pation in boards like the economic development boards their elected representatives, the people of Micronesia
suggested in the preceding chapter. None of this can be must become involved in and acquainted with the work
neglected, for it is the only means of involving the people of government or government will remain in their eyes
of the Territory directly in the process of government, essentially an alien process. The difficulties will largely
particularly until the civil service and Administration disappear when the Administration is fullyin Micronesian
become fully Micronesian. hands, with an elected chief executive and local heads of

215. The concept of working members should be departments, and for this reason if no other progress
reflected in all the arrangements n-ade for them, not least towards the latter goals must be as fast as possible. But
in the method by which they will be paid. The per diem the congress will be inaugurated this year; the problem is
allowance plus travelling expenses now contemplated will what to do in the meantime to keep the Administration
tend to strengthen the impression of members that their and legislature familiar with each other's views.
work begins and ends with each session. The Mission 218. The institutional remedy is probably the same for
considers that it would be much preferable to pay an Micronesia as for many other countries, including the
annual salary, plus the necessary allowances. This was United States itself: the development of a system of
urged by the Palau District Legislature, which added that congressional committees. Strong and active committees
since members would have a full-time occupation, they are the best means of keeping in touch with the work of the
should receive a salary no less than that now received by main government departments. Elected representatives
the highest paid Mieronesian civil servants--at that time can be effective only if they develop specialized knowledge
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' 'in a particular field of administrative activity. The 221. Though created by and entirely dependent on the
congress of Micronesia must therefore have not merely congress, such select committees should have a recognized
the power to legislate, but also through select committees and permanent place in the Territory's political structure.
the power to investigate, to hold hearings, question heads They would be armed with the full powers of the congress
of departments, listen to testimony from members of the --to subpoena, question officials and so forth--and would
public, call for documents and finally to report its con- also be provided with the necessary secretarial services.
clusions. Sometimes committees may be critical of the Their chairmen, who would be the most influential--and,
Administration, for criticism is one of the prime functions one would hope, the ablest--members of the congress,
of a legislature and a means by which the wishes of the should enjoy the special confidence of the Administration
people are made clear to officials. But they have more to and special access to the High Commissioner. As a mark
do than conduct investigatior.s. Committees are equally of their importance and of the greater demands made on
a means by which the policies of the Administration can their time they might receive a rather higher salary or
be explained to members and their co-operation secured, allowance. The three committees would in general
By helping to ground congressional debates firmly on function during the regular sessions of the congress. It
practicality, they discourage unreal proposals or the does not seem desirable in principle that they should work
criticism which can grow from lack of understanding, for long periods between sessions, when they would be
This is especially important in those areas where the removed from the supervision of their colleagues. But if
Administration is moving ahead of popular demand, for their work could not be completed during a normal session,
example, in undertaking economic development to prepare the session should be extended; in fact the Mission would
for future needs, not think two annual sessions of the congress at all

extravagant. In special circumstances--when a particular
219. These considerations provide, in the Mission's problem might require further investigation or travelling--

view, anaple reasons why the experience of other countries acommittee might be held over for an inter-sessional period.
should be followed in buildir.g up a vigorous committee
system. There is, however, a further reason which is 222. The political committee should have broad
peculiar to the circumstances of the Territory. The responsibility for examining and reporting on the political,
present proposals are silent on the conduct of business in administrative and constitutional development of the
the congress; no suggestions are made, formally or infor- Territory. It would, for instance, examine the working
mally, on how legislation is to be introduced and piloted of the congress itself as experience accumulated and make
throughthe House. Inother legislatures this is a function any necessary recommendations to increase its effec-
performed by the majority political party. In the imme- tiveness. If the new legislature is established by executive
diate future it is unlikely that there will be any such order--which is at present contemplated and which the
grouping in the congress of Micronesia. Conditions in a Mission thinks preferable--instead of by an Organic
dependent territory, where th: immediate goals are clear Act of the United States Congress, then adjustments and
and in that sense beyond political dispute, do not always amendments could be made with relative ease. It would
favour the early growth of parties. The congress will review progress in the civil service, with special emphasis
doubtless look for some guidance from the Administra- on Micronization. Its advice and consent might be
tion, but it would also be desirable for it to develop some required for all senior appointments, whether of Microne-
procedural independence. A committee system, among sians or others. And finally, it would inquire into and
its other benefits, could provide the solution. The prepare the way for some major political decisions which
chairman of each committee would in effect be a floor will confront the new congress, such as the proper relation-
leader, consulting with his fellow-chairmen on priorities, ship of the districts to the central government, and the
taking charge of legislation ii:. his particular field, organ- future site of the Territory's capital. All of these sugges-
izing its consideration and passage through the congress, tions are of considerable importance and they will be
and then yielding these functions in turn to one of his dealt with in greater detail below.

colleagues. Since the com_r, ittee system should cover 223. There is, however, one other task which must toevery aspect of the legislature's work, this would ensure
an active and informed floor leader responsible for every some extent concern the political committee. The legisla-
bill, and hence would promot_ the most efficient conduct tive charter which will be brought into force this year is
by the congress of its own business, acknowledged to be an interim one. Before very long it

will be necessary to draft something more definitive, a
220. The number of comrlittees would be limited by constitution in fact, under which Micronesia can complete

requirements of size (if a bicameral legislature were itspoliticaldevelopment and attain the goals oftrustecship.
established, then jointcommittees would avoid duplication It is therefore desirable that, given the time taken to
of cffort) and of subject. Th,: congress would determine prepare the present proposals, thinking should begin very
the apportionment of the latter, and make any rearrange- shortly on the outlines of a permanent constitutional
ments which might seem des.irable after some working structure. The political committee might not be the
experience had been gained. The Mission has framed best body to begin this study. It would have many
its own suggestions on a basis of three committees, partly pressing and practical duties which might rule out a prop-
because it seems a convenient number--in a unicameral erly reflective approach, and as a committee of the
legislature of eighteen members, for instance, it would congress it would tend to be bound by the latter's scssions
mean that every district would have a representative on and adjournments. The Mission is inclined to prefer the
each committee--and partly because the main topics can establishment of a separate study group, consisting no
be most economically grouped under three headings, doubt of some members of the political committee,
The minimum would thus b_,• a committee on political including the chairman, as well as other congressional
and administrative questions; a second on social and representatives and prominent Micronesians. The study
educational matters; and one on finance and economic group should carefully examine the working of the present
.development. transitional arrangements in order to derive lessons for
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' the future; it should travel and investigate other political economic development commission would be submitted to
systems, such as the parliamentary system, for purposes the congress, through its finance and economic committee,
of comparison; and it should be able if it wished to draw for discussion by the full body of elected representatives.
on the services of outside constitutional experts. The What would be sought at that stage would be broad
purpose would be to enlarge the constitutional experience commitments expressing agreement with particular courses
of the Territory's representatives--at present not exten- and priorities, after which the commission--whose mem-
sive--by providing them with a much wider range of bership would include the chairman of the committee and
possibilities, alternatives and ideas for their consideration, which would meet as required throughout the year--would
It is not too soon to place these issues before the congress be responsible for exercising general supervision over the
and public opinion, for the M_ission has no doubt that execution of the plan.
fundamental points in the future Micronesian constitution

will have to be discussed and decided sooner than the past Budget
pace of events would suggest. The study group's reports
to the congress might thus set the scene for much more 226. In any constitutional system, but particularly one
thorough and probing constitutional debate than has so based on the separation of powers, the power of the purse
far taken place, must be the chief support of the legislature. On it, to

cite only one example, depends the growth of a vigorous
224. The duties and decisions of the social committee committee system; whatever their good intentions,

would be those having the most direct impact on everyday administration officials will in practice take no notice of
life in the Territory. Questions of educationare obviously the committees unless the latter can affect their funds.
of first importance in the present stage of rapid growth, The budget process is the essence of democracy. The
and issues are looming, such as that of aid to mission strong views of those who drafted the United States
schools, which will require d,:cision by the congress. Constitution are being echoed in Micronesia 175 years
Another appropriate subject fbr consideration by the later, and for the same reasons. Thepoint was repeatedly
social committee (and one with wide ramifications--for made at meetings in the Territory: whatever its formal
instance the need to provide more facilities for organized status the congress of Micronesia would remain a debating
sport and physical education) would be that of juvenile society unless it has some power over funds. A Microne-
delinquency, which is already becoming a problem in the sian student in Hawaii put it most succinctly: people, he
Territory, notably in Palau. Likewise the concern said, were much more likely to see the Territory as a unit
expressed in Yap at the number of cases of mental trouble if they could see that money came to them from doing so.
could merit attention, for it seems to involve the conflict 227. Preparation of the budget is at present a closed
between progress and traditional customs. Again, the bureaucratic process, as the High Commissioner himself
social committee might look into the size of police forces: told the last session of the Council of Micronesia. Drafts
in Palau there were complaints that police protection was are shuffled between the High Commissioner's office and
inadequate, while in Saipan the police force might prove Washington; decisions which will shape the whole future
to be unnecessarily large. There are other fields--labour of the Territory are taken by anonymous officials; and to
legislation and community development--in which a complete the bewilderment of the layman, the process
great deal of work can be done in framing the means of is done more than a year in advance (a first draft of the
more active Micronesian involvement. On these and the budget for the 1966 financial year was being prepared
broader subjects o'f health, welfare and housing the when the Mission was in the Territory). Once an elected
Mission has made numerous suggestions in preceding legislature is established, once public opinion has a
chapters. It will not repeat them except to note that the properly constituted body to express its views, this closed
committee's handling of all these matters would as much circuit cannot continue. Henceforth, if political life is
as anything else form most people's first impression of the to be real, the people of the Territory must become part of
effectiveness of their new legislature, the budget process. The present proposals do not make

225. The Finance and economic conamittee would be clear that this point is as yet whole-heartedly accepted:
concerned with budgetary policy in its widest sense. It the High Commissioner is to submit a "preliminary
would make a detailed review of the Territory's draft budget plan" to the congress for its "review and recom-
budget, including recommendations on the appropriation mendations". It is sufficiently obvious that the newly
of those funds directly under the congress's control, and elected members of congress will have little experience
recommendations on the much larger grants which, --and certainly no previous examples--of how to wield
under present arrangements, must actually be appropri- financial authority. Their first steps may well be as
ated by the United States Congr.:ss. This process raises tentative as the draft charter suggests. But with the
the vital question of the power of the purse, which will be proper encouragement this inexperience will not last long.
discussed in the following section. As a corollary, it The Mission is therefore concerned to see a more flexible
also raiscs issues of economic policy. In a developing systenl established which can expand in scope and author-
territory like Micronesia, strictly financial questions cannot ity as the confidence of the legislature grows.
profitably be separated from tho.';e of economic develop- 228. There is a psychological attitude binding both
nlent. In considering both, the finance and economic sides on the question of finance and preventing a more
committee must inevitably be the best means of helping detached look at the possibilities of the situation: it is
the congress of Microncsia to take the very formidable that the very large subsidy provided by the Administering
decisions on cconomic planning which lie ahead. The Authority is a form of charity. The subsidy is an obliga-
committee's functions, as part of the congress, and those tion of trusteeship which is being conscientiously dis-
of the economic development commission suggested in the charged, but it may help to loosen too restrictive an
previous chapter, which would be a semi-executive board, approach to these grants if--and tiffs is a point made to
would dovetail but not overlap. Development plans the Mission by more than one Micronesian--they are
prepared by the Administration in co-operation with the regarded as in part at least cash payments for benefits
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• received: something of a partnership as well as a subsidy. No legislature can be by-passed on the vital point of
From this partnership, based on an international agree- budgetary responsibility and continue to command public
ment, the people of Micronesia gain funds and consid- respect and confidence. Nor is it financially wise to do
erable benefits. But the United States receives great so. Legislators are no less prone to budgetary lapses
benefits also: control of a laighly strategic area and the use than anyone else, although such lapses can be repaired by
of facilities in the Territory (the military research complex the Administration's power of item veto; but it is enticingly
at Kwajalein alone had reportedly cost $100 million in easy for administrators to waste large sums of money,
fixed installations and $800 million in equipment). And with the best of intentions, unless expenditures are planned
so the grants, though generous, are by no means as one- with the assent of the legislature and the energy and
sided as simple budget figures might suggest, interest of the people are engaged.

229. Nor need the di_;parity between revenue raised 232. The need is to find some means whereby the
locally, a sum of about $1 million, and grants-in-aid, now requirements of United States law can be reconciled with
running at more than $15 :million, be quite so paralysingly those of political growth in Micronesia. The Mission
large. The new congress of Micronesia will have virtually recognizes the force of the argument that while the United
unlimited powers of raising revenue within the Territory, States Congress provides over nine-tenths of the Terri-
and it would be a useful preliminary step towards a wider tory's funds, the final control over how they should be
budgetary authority if i': exercised these to the full. spent must rest with it. But this money is after all being
Micronesia's taxable resources are still small and in the spent for the benefit of the Micronesian people and it is
present opening phase of intensive development the gap clearly desirable that their wishes should be made known.
between them and the ratr of expenditure is till growing. The Mission therefore proposes, as a minimum first step,
None the less there are possibilities of increasing the tax a compromise which would give the legislature full
yield. One rather surpr.sing anomaly is that United authority to discuss and adopt the budget which it con-
States residents of the Trust Territory do not pay their siders desirable, while not affecting the United States
income tax to the Territorial Government. The value of Government's final power of decision. It would involve
this lost taxation is of course covered many times over by less a change in the procedures now contemplated than

--. the United States grants-in-aid. But a change in the achange in attitude. Once a preliminary budget figure was
system, either by levying a Territorial income tax directly received from the Bureau of the Budget in Washington, the
on these residents or by receiving, as does the nearby Administration would prepare a budget inthe normal way.
Territory of Guam, an equivalent rebate from the Federal The draft would then be submitted, as a public document,
Government, would be politically desirable and could to the congress of Micronesia for debate, amendmcnts if
treble local revenue, to as much as $3 million. Similarly any, and adoption. The High Commissioner might
there are no centrally levied customs duties on goods retain the power to resubmit or veto certain items, but it
imported into the Territory, and a considerable source of would be desirable that any veto could if necessary be
government revenue goes untapped. The customs duties overridden by the customary two-thirds majority. The
on goods imported into the Kwajalein establishment draft as finally adopted would be the Territory's budget
--some of which leak out :o the detriment of Micronesian and would be forwarded to Washington as such. Changes
enterprises--would alone constitute a significant amount might then be made by the Department of the Interior or
of revenue. Nor are there any Territorial income taxes on by the United States Congress, as is their undisputed legal
the earnings of companie:_. This means that both local right, though the Mission would hope for a conscious
and foreign companics are untaxed. Hitherto it has not effort to trust the combined wisdom of the Territorial
mattered that foreign businesses should escape taxation, Administration and legislature. Any such changes would
because there have been none; but now that non-Microne- of course be subject to subsequent debate by members of
sian enterprises are to be admitted, the congress of the congress of Micronesia. In this way preparation of
Micronesia may well consider that the time has arrived to the budget would cease to be a closed process. No rights
enact appropriate legislation, of the United States Government would be infringed,

230. The psychological effects of creating a Microne- while the congress of Micronesia would have an effective
sian customs and taxation system can be readily appreci- voice in budgetary policy.

ated. The Territory would have a significant income of 233. This sharing of budgetary authority should
its own, as of right. Although the grants-in-aid might be commence with the inauguration of the new legislature:
reduced in proportion to the amount of taxation diverted if the congress of Micronesia--the Mission feels the
from the United States to Micronesia, the balance between point cannot be overstressed--does not begin to wield
them and local revenue would be improved and a stimulus responsibility, it will never acquire it. The next stage
given to the search for other, though inevitably much less should not be long delayed. It is to delegate to the
lucrative, sources of inco:aae. The increase in its funds Territorial legislature more and more power over actual
could do much to estabfish the authority of the new appropriations, i.e. over the grants-in-aid, for local
legislature--as against the districts, for example. Most revenue can already be locally appropriated. Only the
important of all, by incrcasing the amount under the United States Congress can take this step. The Mission
congress's direct control, it would widen the field of fiscal hopes that it will recognize the vitalizing effcct of control
responsibility, over expenditure and begin gradually to limit its own

231. None of these suggestions, however, greatly supervision. Its appropriations for the Territory might
affects the main issue: the power of the purse. Even if be made in broader and broader categories, leaving the
augmented, local revenue cannot in the foreseeable future Micronesian legislature progressively more scope for
amount to more than a small proportion of the total making its own more detailed appropriations. The
budget. The legislature's right to appropriate this small ultimate goalwould be a system of unfettered grants, made
proportion, though desirable in itself, is no substitute for perhaps for a period of two or thrce years at a time
some wider authority over the entire Territorial budget. (United States procedures place technical barriers in the
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way of this, but there are means oF overcoming them) and need not be abandoned because the centre of political
subject only to appropriation by the congress of Micro- interest will shift to the congress of Micronesia. Indeed,
nesm. The Mission realizes that by present standards precisely because the balance of power is changing it
this is a bold aim, but so is the Administering Authority's becomes all the more necessary to ensure that local
task of creating vigorous political institutions in the initiative is not neglected and discouraged. There is
Territory. Progrcssivewithdrawal of supervision over the already a slight but growing tendency to by-pass the
Territory's affairs must inevitably involve increasing free- authority of the district administrations, and hence
dom of expenditure. In receiving such freedom, the legislatures. This may be inevitable at a time when the
congress of Micronesia will assume also an obligation to Administration is embarking on major new policies and
show that its use of the United States grants is not extrava- having to co-ordinate the development of Territory-wide
gant and is regulated by effective audit controls and educational, health and communications programmes.
other financial procedures. But there is a danger that the very scale of the effort

234. The consistent aim mu_t be to expand the finan- coming from the centre may blot out local initiative. It
cial responsibility of the Micronesian legislature, first, by would be a serious loss if the districts were subjected to
granting an effective authority over the budget; and more than a temporary diminution of responsibility.
secondly, by progressively relaxing the restrictions on its Economic development is a field where progress has so
power to appropriate the United States subsidies. Both far been slow. It cannot be accelerated unless local
these aims depend in the last analysis upon the attitude of co-operation--more than that, local energy and enthu-
the United States Congress. The latter has before it a siasm--can be successfully stimulated and harnessed.

challenge. It is being challenged to create a political 237. In a territory as scattered as Micronesia the dis-
consciousness in Micronesia, a consciousness which can trict legislatures have by no means reached the limit of
only develop in such a small territory if the United States their potentialities, and therefore of their development. A
Congress is willing to restrair, the otherwise crushing sense of local responsibility has been created which must
weight of its own powers. Congress's experience of its be preserved and drawn upon. Several legislatures told
own past and its imagination can point the way to helping the Mission that twice-yearly sessions lasting only one or
another legislature to maturity. So also can enlightened two weeks were not long enough for them to get properly
self-interest. If the Territory i,: to come alive, to begin to grips with district issues. Others--the majority in
the self-directed progress which alone offers any hope of a fact--complained that their work was hampered by lack
halt to steadily rising United States subsidies, the United of funds, since they were able to appropriate only the
States Congress will have to begin to limit and share its comparatively small amount of revenue collected locally
authority over Micronesia. The alternative--to retain and had to spend most of that on education. The Yap
an unyielding control over these grants--will be to leave Islands Congress managed to fuse both aspects: it pointed
the Territory an inert and politically lifeless burden on its out that it had only _30,000 a year to spend and met twice
pocket and on its conscience, a year to do it; with more funds and responsibility it

would need to sit for much longer periods. Thc logic of
LOCALGOVERNMENT this is clear. It is that local institutions, like any other,

235. When the congress of Micronesia is established depend on money for their vigour. Neither the electors
the political balance of the Territory will shift. By that nor the members will take the district legislatures seriously,
very fact a new relationship between the districts and the particularly now that their larger political role is over,
centre will be created. Hitherto the district legislatures unless they have adequate funds at their disposal. Forthis reason the Mission welcomes the decision of the
have been the main instrument for expressing the popt)lar
wishes. Now this responsibility will be assumed by the District Administrator of Truk to submit his entire budget,
congress. The powers and position of the district legis- amounting to about Sl,500,000, for debate and recommen-dations by the Truk District Legislature. It is a precedent
latures were framed before a central legislature was which might well be followed in the other districts, beforeplanned. Now they will have to be reviewed and more
precisely defined as parts of the unified political structure the political effects of the congress of Micronesia and the
of the Territory. A proper relationship between the financial effects of the Administration's new programmes
central legislature and the districts cannot be left to combine to squeeze the vitality out of the political life of"
chance or the random tug of sectional interests. The the districts.
shaping of a united Micronesia nmst start with a strong 238. It is equally true, however, that the continuib.g
central government. The purpose of district government development of local responsibility must be reconciled
is to provide the best means of getting local needs and and adapted to the wider need for Territorial unity. In
wishes known at the centre, and of organizing local partici- striking a proper balance between fostering local initiative
pation and enthusiasm in the carrying-out of Territorial and ensuring national cohesion, it is essential to remember
policies. To translate this principle into working arrange- that the Territory will henceforth speak out not with the
ments will be one of the first and raost delicate tasks of the voice of the districts, but with the voice of the congress.
Administration and the new congress. The congress must have the supreme and overriding power

236. The importance of local reponsibility need not over all fields within its jurisdiction; its establishment
be argued. The stress placed on it in the first stages of represents a commitment by the Micronesian people to
political development was wise and the results have a unified State, on which there can be no going back. To
fully justified it. The district legislatures have proved a emphasize its ascendancy, all customs duties, taxes and
useful training in political exper:ence. They have pro- other local revenues now collected in the districts should
vided a means--and if in some ways imperfect, they have be collected on the authority of the congress, and then
at least been the only means hitherto available--of allocated by it to the districts for their use. With these
securing local involvement in and understanding of the and other funds voted by the congress, the district govern-
Administration's policies. These valuable achievements ments would become agents in carrying out many of the
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' ' ,functions of the central government, such as housing, 242. Just as the powers of the district legislatures
welfare, education, road construction and other develop- should be defined in relation to the congress of Microne-
ment projects, at the district level. The district legisla- sia, so also should they be defined more precisely in
tures, drawing their funds from the centre, would then relation to the municipalities, the smallest unit of local
become a further link in a unified political structure; their government. The municipalities vary widely in extent
political allegiance would go to the electors of the district --sometimes comprising an island, a group of islands or a
and their financial allegiance to the centre, traditional division of a larger island--and in the for-

239. It will be clear from this that the Mission con- mality of their jurisdiction. Sevenyears ago a programme
siders the proper relationship between the centre and the of chartering was launched by the Administration to
districts to be a reciprocalbut not a federalone. Requests delineate boundaries, establish election procedures for
flow from the districts to the centre and money flows back; officials and outline their responsibilities. Municipalities
policy comes from the centre and participation from the so chartered have their own legislative body or council
districts. The machinery of district government has no whose members are elected by universal suffrage, an
other end than to discharge I:hese duties as simply and elected magistrate or mayor, and a community court.
effectively as possible. The districts are not states and They have certain administrative responsibilities and may
their legislatures have no need to aspire to the dignity levy minor taxes and licence fees under the supervision of
and authority of a federal system. The streamlining of the district administrator. By October 1963, forty-three
district legislatures which the Administering Authority municipalities had been chartered out of a total of 102.

has carried out in recent years is therefore most desirable, 243. While impressed with the energy and effort which I
both for the sake of economy and because it underlines has been put into the chartering programme, the Mission
this point. All have been converted into unicameral feels that it may for the moment, have been extended to
bodies and a good start has been made in curbing the the point beyond which the law of diminishing returns
decidedly unwieldy membership of some. The Mission sets in. Chartering has no particular value as a merely
would hope to see the process carried further: the district mechanical process or numbers game. Several municipal
legislatures might more properly be called district councils councils complained that people did not always under-
and their procedure simplified to reflect their essentially stand how to work the charters they had been given; a
practical and limited aims. 9 member of the Udot municipality in Truk considered that

240. Similar considerations apply to the proposal, the programme had been pushed ahead too fast and that
made several times to the Mission but specifically in a more money and advice were needed. From its own
resolution of the Saipan M'anicipal Legislature, that observations the Mission concluded that the most pressing
district administrators should be popularly elected. There need was for many of the existing chartered municipalities
are obvious attractions in such a strengthening of local to be helped to work more effectively. In doing so, and
responsibility, but not if it means the emergence of especially in granting new charters, the Administration
district administrators as petty governors, independent might take the opportunity to review the powers and
of both their legislatures and the central government, financial means of the muncipalities in order to determine
That path would open the way to disunity and to the the most efficient division of duties between districts and
emergence of district administ:.'ators likely to seek local municipalities in the work of local government.
favour by playing local interests and local ambitions
against the interests of Micronesia as a whole. In these 244. There is one further point about chartering which
circumstances the Mission agrees with the Administering the Mission would not perhaps have mentioned had not
Authority that the establishment of the congress of Micro- an appeal been made to it, and that is the longstanding
nesia must come first. The district legislatures can reflect dispute between the Net Municipality and Kolonia Town
and shape the views of their c_nstituents; unified policy in Ponape. The dispute is complicated but springs
demands that the district administrator--preferably basically from the tension between traditional life and
appointed like other senior officials with the advice and new social patterns, which will arise more frequently as
consent of the congress and ultimately, of course, ap- the Territory develops. The Iriarte Clan and Nanmwarki
pointed by a Micronesian High Commissioner--should be (traditional ruler) in Net, which is largely rural, wish to
a servant of the centre, preserve their ancient customs and power and to prevent

241. What the Territory needs at its present stage is any loss of revenue from Kolonia; hence they have pro-
not more federalism but more unity. The diversity and posed a single municipality for both. Kolonia is a
remoteness of the six districts are incontrovertible facts, growing town with many transients and younger people
The need is not to emphasize this situation further, but who dislike the domination of Net and wish to develop
to counteract it. The temptation is to assimilate, con- as a separate municipality. After protracted negotiations
sciously or unconsciously, the experience of such large the Administering Authority concluded that there was
nations as the United States and to think of Micronesia in no way to resolve the dispute but to establish separate
federal terms, with the districts as embryo states. But, municipalities. It may well come to this. If it comes to
despite Micronesia's internal divergencies of language and a dictated settlement, the course proposed by the Adminis-
history, federalism is not and never can be a suitable tration is doubtless the logical one: it favours the majority
solution for a territory as small and scattered as this. To and it looks to the future needs of the Territory more than
encourage it would be disastrous to efficiency and to the to privileges of the past. But the Mission thinks it
economy and might very well be disastrousto unity. The regrettable that such m:tttcrs should have to be settled in
Mission is confident that the p:-eservation of local rights such a manner. There may still be a way ofensuring the
and responsibilities--as necessary here as anywhere else-- rights of the majority and looking to the future of theTerritory without overriding the legitimate requirements
can be equally well secured within the framework of a of the minority. The interests of Net and Kolonia are
unitary State. closely intertwined and neither is strong enough separately

A typical district charter, that of Truk, is attached as annex IV. to form an efficient municipality. After. discussion with
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the Net Municipal Council, which seemed conciliatory, funds as advocated by the Mission, this moment could be
the Mission urged that another effort should be made to close, as many Saipanese recognize. In the meantime it
compose their difference, and it suggests, since Net had would be a great mistake to allow so important a question
appealed to the Council of Micronesia, that that body or as the seat of government to be settled on the basis of
its successor should be asked to provide a mediator, expediency.

248. Like its predecessor, and like everyone with.
THE CAPITAL whom it discussed the question, the Mission considers_"

245. Among the many matters that will need to be Truk by far the most preferable site. It is centrally
aired by the new congress of Micronesia is the question situated and has the largest population. It has a good
of the Territory's future capital. Micronesia has never harbour and a good airstrip and is well-placed for corn-
had a capital and until two years ago, when the Territorial munications with the outside world. It would be a
Headquarters was transferred from Guam to Saipan, it fitting site for a truly Micronesian seat of government.
had never even been administered from within its own In Truk--provided the capital were developed in contact
boundaries. The move to Saipan was to that extent with the centre of population and not established in
desirable. But the unity ofthe _7erritory requires a capital, isolation as a government centre only--the congress of
a proper seat of Micronesian government, and not a Micronesia could develop an authority and confidence
"Headquarters" chosen by administrative chance. The that it never could develop in Saipan, an administrator's
Mission realizes that it was hard to refuse the gift of an complex in which the congress would inevitably seem an
elaborate complex of administrative buildings, roads and alien and uncomfortable intrusion. The actual site,
houses in Saipan which had been built by the United however, is for the Administration and the congress of
States Navy--reputedly at a cost of $28 million--and Micronesia to decide. The Mission merely urges that the
then evacuated. But the choice has many unfortunate question be reconsidered without delay before so much
aspects. They may be summed up by observing that investment is put into the Headquarters that the financial
Saipan can never be a suitable capital for the Territory arguments against a move become unanswerable. For
and is by no means the most efficient site for a head- there is a real danger that the ultimate decision could be
quarters, prejudiced by administrative arrangements which have to

be made. For instance at Headquarters the Mission was
246. Saipan is on the fringe: of the Territory. Costs told that though Truk was the obvious place, geographic-

are inflated by the need for all lines of communication to ally, for a capital, the impending move of the communi-I]pass through Saipan, and for Administration officials to
make much longer journeys than would otherwise be cations centre to Saipan, from Truk, would make Saipan
necessary. Saipan has a different type of economy and the most convenient capital from the point of view of
a different atmosphere from the rest of Micronesia. communications.
There is a danger that officials living there will lose the
" 1"{ fee of the Terntory as a whole. The Headquarters TH_ EXECUIIW

itself, isolated six or seven miles from the main town of 249. The creation of a distinctive Micronesian per-
Saipan or from any village, following a United States sonality, which is the broad aim of trusteeship, means in
pattern of existence and forming almost a closed, though political terms the creation of a strong Micronesian
m no sense a segregated, community, must reinforce this legislature and an executive effectively controlled if not
danger. At any rate this is the view held by officials fully staffed by Micronesians. The separation of these
from other districts who tend to feel out of sympathy constitutional functions in a territory whose human
with Headquarters administrators living so far away; resources are at present limited means that one or the
they dislike visiting Saipan and complain that Head- other has to be selected as the point of most rapid progress.
quarters knows little of their realproblems. These are the The Mission suggested that the legislature, through the
classic grievances of officials in 1:hefield, and the Mission inauguration of the proposed congress of Micronesia,
cites them here only to illustrate the sense of dissociation offered the quickest and indeed at the moment the only
and misunderstanding which tile remoteness of Head- means of securing real Micronesian participation in the
quarters can inflate, process of government, a means clearly all the more

247. Paradoxically, it isnotrlerelythe development of important as long as the executive was not directly
Micronesia which is being distorted by this problem, but responsible to the people. Any imbalance resulting from
also the development of Saipan itself. The population of this emphasis on the legislature, however, should only be
Saipan is relatively small. The Headquarters, and the temporary, until Micronization of the executive--neces-
work generated by its presence, makes too many people sarily a slower process than creating a legislature--can
dependent on government wages. It engrosses too nmch catch up. As will already have been made clear in the
of the labour force and postpones the necessary day when Mission's comments, on districts among other things, it
tthe people of Saipan will tackle their underlying need for is as conscious of the need in Micronesia for a strong
development. Moving Headquarters away from Saipan executive as for a strong legislature, provided both are
would allow its economic prob;ems to be seen in truer controllcd by Micronesians. The Mission would wish noti

perspective. Administration officials concede this, but to alter the authority of the executive or weaken its uni-
argue that the siting of Headquarters in Saipan is politi- fying role in the Territory, but to strengthen Micronesian
cally desirable to damp down separatist agitation. The influence on its decisions. [t will be the aim of the present
Mission is doubtful. Separatism has existed in Saipan section to examine ways in which this can best be done.
for some years and acquiring the Territorial Headquarters The ultimate goal must obviously be an elected chief
has done nothing to diminish it. The problem of Saipan- executive. In the meantime, there are a number of
ese separatism will be solved oni'.y when the gravitational methods by which an immediate start can be made in the
force of a developing Micronesia outweighs the attraction process of bringing the civil service under effective Micro-
of Guam. Given a congress endowed with powers and nesian control.
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, i A Micronesian chief executive seem practicable until inter-district understanding has
increased considerably.

250. The question of an elected or Micronesian chief
executive was not once mentioned in the constitutional Micronesians in the civil service
debates and recommendations on the congress of Microne-

253. Control of the civil service is a vital, if not alwayssia. It was a curious omission but, whether deliberate or
not, it underlines an important point. In the circum- acknowledged, part of the substance of self-government.
stances of the Territory the establishment of a legislature Self-government cannot be a reality while outside officials
is an essential prerequisite for choosing a Micronesian continue to run the country. This does not mean that
chief executive. Micronesia is not yet one people, all expatriate civil servants should, be dispensed with.
Hopefully the new congress of Micronesia will begin to Many will play an essential role for some years to come
make it so. But until then the question of electing a chief and for a small territory like Micronesia some may
executive remains academic, since it is not yet possible to always be needed in highly specialized positions. What

it does mean is that preparation for self-rule involves aget from six diverse districl:s a clear mandate for one
person. Only through the congress will leaders develop determined effort to capture for Micronesians what might
who can comnaand more than a district loyalty; only be called the commanding heights of the civil service.
when the congress has begun to generate this leadership 254. There is every sign that the Administering
will it be possible to find a chief executive with the political Authority is taking into the civil service and into respon-
stature and authority to lead the Territory. sible positions every trained Micronesian that can be

found. There may be an occasional reluctance to train
251. As political development gathers momentum, and advance an individual Micronesian with urgency to

however, there will be an increasing incompatibility the limit of his capacities. But of the general policy of
between the High Commissioner's present functions as a the Administering Authority there can be no doubt.
United States official and his role as chief executive of Over the last three years the Micronesian staff increased
Micronesia. A separate Micronesian government is from 1,724 to 2,555 and the United States staff from 238
beginning to emerge, with an identity and interests to to 324--a total which includes some fifty new teachers.
some extent different from those of a purely United States Since the Trust Territory's Headquarters was moved to
administration. As the congress of Micronesia acquires Saipan in July 1962, more than fifty positions on the
authority and Micronization of senior posts in the civil Headquarters staff formerly held by Americans have
serviceis accelerated, this divergence will become more and now been taken over by Micronesians. Micronesians
more clearly marked. The establishment of a Microne- held 108 senior positions at the beginning of this year
sian chief executive cannot wait until the people of --approximately half of all the professional and executive
Micronesia have chosen their future status; but in the positions, ao The further acceleration of the Microniza-
meantime the United States has trusteeship obligations tion process is limited mainly by the shortage of staff and
which it may feel cannot properly be transferred to an by the specialist nature of some positions. The shortage
elected official who is not responsible to the United States is a result of the past inadequacy of the educational
Government. One solution might be in due course to system--for which the Administration is now paying
separate the two functions. A United States High Com- dearly, in higher costs as well as in administrative strains--
missioner, appointed as now by the United States Govern- combined with the great expansion of positions which has
ment, would be responsible for handling relations between followed the decision to aim at an "international" standard
the Administering Authority and the Micronesian Govern- in education, health and other fields.

ment and, tmtil self-determination, for the safeguarding of 255. None the less, the Mission was surprised to find
United States interests and obligations under the Trustee- that of the fourteen most senior advisers to the High
ship Agreement. His reserve powers might perhaps be Commissioner, not one was a Micronesian. There are in
extensive but his actual work would be of a semi-diplo- fact no Micronesians at the top level of policy-making,
matic nature. At the same time there would be a Micro- either at Headquarters or as district administrators. It
nesian chief executive at the head of the Administration can be said that this situation does not stem from any
and responsible to the people of Micronesia for the good attempt to exclude Micronesians from such positions.
government of the Territory. From its own observations the Mission is prepared to

252. A Micronesian chief' executive should not of accept the Administration's contention that adequately
course be merely appointed, for without any form of trained Micronesians are simply not available for such
popular mandate he would become the target for local demanding and specialist positions as director of agricul-
resentments and jealousies and might find it hard to exert ture, economist and director of public works. But,
any leadership at all. If an appointment were to be whether unavoidable at the moment or not, this is not a
made, it should be with the .advice and consent of the healthy situation. It is not merely that Micronesian
congress of Micronesia. Eve:a better would be for the control of the key administrative posts is an essential

part of political progress, but that the High Commissionerchoice to be made by the congress itself. Either way
would satisfy the main reqt.irement: to iliad a chief is beingdeniedavaluablesourceofadvice. The absence

of any Micronesians from policy-making conferences doesexecutive with the confidence o:f the elected representatives
ofthepeople. Once installed, hewould not be responsible nothing to discourage that sense of remoteness fromMicronesian realities which is the hazard of outside
to those representatives nor, constitutionally speaking, officials.
need he retain their confidence. But election by the
congress would at least ensure ':lie choice of someone with 256. The difficulties in correcting this situation must
Territorial stature, and not a r..onentity. Election by the be conceded at the outset. Senior executive positions

whole people of Micronesia would be the most desirable _oA table of positions inwhich Micronesianshave replacedUnited
course of all. At present, however, it could place a con- States personnel in district administrations and at Headquarters is
siderable strain on the unity of the Territory and does not contained in annex V.
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' _.re highly specialized, requiring long training and subse- through a non-specialized position. The one such posi-
quent experience. The present policy of accelerated tion at Headquarters is that of Deputy High Commis-
development is making these positions even more de- sioner. TheHigh Commissioner doubted that a Microne-
manding. Positions are much easier to fill if, as in the sian would be named to this post--it is an appointment
past, the policy to be executed is simply one of care and reserved to Washington--but the Mission would urge its
maintenance; an active policy of expansion in every field, most serious consideration. The post of Deputy High
however, constantly raises more problems and requires Commissioner need not carry direct administrative respon-
new decisions which call for a much higher level of sibility, but a Micronesian incumbent would learn much
competence. This applies not merely to potential Micro- by understudying the High Commissioner, travelling
nesian replacements but also to a number of United throughout the Territory, attending all major conferences,
States personnel who, recruited under the previous care and watching the shaping of the whole policy and pro-
and maintenance r6gime, now show little ability to rise grammes of the Territorial Government. And he would
to the new challenges of development. In this situation have much to contribute: the Micronesian viewpoint at
there is a temptation to "window-dress"--a temptation present badly needed, a feeling for the country, and a
from which the Administrati3n has not always been useful link with the congress and the districts. The post
entirely immune. It is laudable and indeed imperative would require a man of maturity and real stature in the
to put Micronesians in executive positions, but they must Territory--the Mission is not thinking necessarily of
be capable of filling the positions or a disservice is done someone with a strictly administrative training--and to
to the Territory and to themselves. At several meetings anyone acquainted with the Territory a few possibilities
with Micronesian officials, concern was expressed that occur at once among that smallgroup of key Micronesians
local replacements should be fully trained to do the work who must somehow divide themselves between the legisla-
and provide services at a level comparable with that of ture and the executive. To avoid charges that such an
their expatriate predecessors. To do less would be to appointment would give an unfair advantage to one
undermine the very Micronesian civil service being created, Micronesian, it should be made clear that the Administra-
and would lead to demoralization, tion is not handpicking a future elected chief executive.

The appointment should be made for a specified time,
257. In the present state of the Territory, therefore, with the advice and consent of the congress perhaps, and

there are few short-cuts to the Micronization of senior would carry no more national standing than, for instance,posts. But this is not to say that there cannot be a greater
effort. The Mission feels that the urgency of the need a committee chairman in the congress of Micronesia.
should be reflected more clearly in the Administration's 259. A similar approach might well be followed in
training and replacement programmes. These are geared training replacements for the other senior but non-
to conscientious step-by-step procedures, the normal specialized positions--district administrators and their
methods by which yotmg men are trained and promoted, assistants. At present there is one assistant district
This system cannot be faulted in a normal situation, but administrator in Ponape, who was in charge at the time
with Micronesia poised on the point of a political break- of the Mission's visit, and another in Palau, who shares the
through, it is just not going to be fast enough. What is position with a United States official and is more truly
needed is some sort of emergency or crash programme to an administrative assistant to the district administrator
ensure that Micronization does not lag too far behind rather than a senior and experienced official who could
political progress. This means cutting across the usual take over the full range of duties in his absence. The
processes of advancement. The most able Micronesians High commissioner said he had no time-table for further
will have to be picked out of the middle ranks of their appointments of this kind, and from the scarcity of
departments as candidates for accelerated promotion, suitably experienced candidates in each district adminis-
Intensive training, both in-service and overseas, will have trator's office the Mission could see why. But it is not
to be given those who are selected; and time-tables will enough to wait for the young men now on scholarships to
have to be established for the replacement of expatriates come home; nor can they be ready immediately for the
in the top administrative po_qtions. The Mission is high administrative positions. Equally there seems no
aware of certain dangers in an emergency effort of this reason to confine the search for replacements to the
kind. The risk is of creating a namber of"crown princes" administrative section of each district government. There
who will feel that their succession to the highest posts is are a few Micronesian specialists in the districts--district
assured and will behave accordingly. This may be education administrators or district directors of medical
diminished by selecting not single candidates for control services--who have proven ability in their own fields,
of a department, but small groups for the top positions, of have acquired a wider experience and capability and have
which the most able and hard-working would ultimately a genuine standing in their own districts. Such men
become departmental head. Nor will these emergency could supply a much quicker source of district adlninis-

trators than young administrative assistants with degreescourses be an entirely adequate substitute for the more
leisurely accumulation of experience over a longer period in political science; nor, in the Mission's opinion, will they
of years, though this can be offset by a greater use of necessarily be inferior. They have of course 11o broad
expert consultants, as is already done in the case of administrative experience and cannot forthwith be ap-
district medical services. But wl:atever the risks involved, pointed to take charge of a district administration; but as
intensive preparation of selected individuals offers the assistants for a period of time they would have ample
only practicable means by which properly trained Microne- chance to acquire this and at the same time demonstrate
sians will take over the senior positions at Headquarters their suitability for the higher position. The obvious
within a time that is politically adequate, argument against transferring specialists to the district

administrators' offices is that they are needed where they
258. Even this is not goin8 to produce significant are. This is incontrovertible; the Mission simply thinks

results at once. The only means of immediately getting that the need for Micronesian district admi_listrators at
a Micronesian into the top levels of the Administration is the moment takes priority; it is better to have a Microne-
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' ' sian overseeing administration, and an expatriate holding discrimination observed by the Mission; both go to the
the specialist position, than the reverse, same clubs and, subject to the difficulties discussed below,

260. In more junior posts, at both Headquarters and succeed one another in occupation of the same houses.

district level, an emergency programme is less needed. 263. Inevitably there were grievances. Some seemed
This is partly because these posts do not so closely affect well-justified, others less so; some raised issues of policy
the principle of Micronesia_ control of policy and partly discussed in this and other sections, others were more
because Micronization at these levels, if not complete, is personal. Their relative paucity (one or two districts
already an accepted fact. None the less, the Mission raised no grievances at all) testified to a fairly healthy
heard some complaints that there was no systematic situation, but the consistency with which some complaints
programme of training and replacement. Adequate occured seemed evidence of real issues. In Ponape and
training was hard to get and Micronesian officials in Truk there were complaints of the unfriendly manner of
Truk said they would welcome more United States officials, some United States supervisors--the only such complaints
on a short-term basis, to provide better training, as was the Mission can recall; in Truk at least these complaints
being done for teachers under the accelerated programme were reiterated strongly enough to suggest that staff
of educational development, relations in the Public Works and Agriculture Depart-

261. The Mission has no doubt of the need for a much merits might bear checking. Otherwise the complaints
more active and comprehensive system of in-service --not excepting the question of pay, which is discussed in
training. At present such Iraining is given only in some the immediately following section--dealt mainly with the
administrative sections and in technical positions like side effects of replacing expatriate staff with Micronesians.
automobile repair and maintenance. Training should In Truk where the Mission met separately with Microne-
extend a great deal more widely than this. The present sian officials--as it did wherever possible--it was summed
Manpower Review Committee, despite its impeccable up in the charge that those Micronesians who were
terms of reference, does not seem able to perform this replacing United States personnel and doing the same
task. What is needed is a 1raining officer (such appoint- work did not always get the same facilities, i.e. cars and
ments seem to have been made in the past and disappeared housing; and it quickly became apparent from the number
without much trace; there is none at present on the estab- of times that this question was brought up that cars and
lishment) on whom would ;'est a clear responsibility for housing had become status symbols in Micronesia. In
working out effective training programmes in both Head- Truk and Ponape instances were cited of United States
quarters and the districts. He would oversee the whole officials who had been provided with a car while their
training effort, preparing schedules of replacement, Micronesian replacements were not. The Mission con-
discussing suitable training methods with departments and siders that the Administration might make more plain,
districts, and arranging civil service courses and scholar- to both United States and Micronesian officials, that the
ships. His task would be one of co-ordination and use of a car is not a personal perquisite but a matter of
encouragement, without which the whole programme administrative need. If a car is necessary in a certain
would quickly lose direction. But the essential respon- post then the holder of that post, whatever his status or
sibility must necessarily rest cn the departments concerned, nationality, should have one; if it is not necessary then
It is after all in-service train.ing. Unless the senior staff neither a Micronesian nor a United States official should
of every department are impressed with their obligation to expect it. In the Marshalls and Ponape, the complaint
train replacements as part of their normal duties, in- was made that Government houses went with certain
service training will relapse: into the rather fitful and positions but that very often when a Micronesian sue-
haphazard efforts which seem now to be the case. A few ceeded to the position he did not get the house; the case
officials--of the Public Works Department, it appeared-- was quoted at Majuro, where only two Micronesian
simply refuse to give training on the grounds that this is officials were said to have American houses, of the local
no part &their work; others who once made praiseworthy Micronesian doctor who after working a long day in the
efforts now find the present hectic pace of development excellent hospital there goes home to a house which has
demands so much more of their time and effort that neither running water nor electric light. Whenit returned
training has had to be pushed aside. The Mission wishes to Saipan the Mission took this point up with the High
to repeat that the obligation to train should be clearly Commissioner, who stated that the acute housing shortage
written into all future agreements with expatriate officials; --another effect of the development programmes under
no opportunity should be lost of emphasizing that a main way--made it impossible at present to provide housing for
task of these officials is to train Micronesians to the point all Micronesian employees who replace United States
where they themselves will be out of employment in the personnel; a house is provided for a Micronesian who has
Territory. If the burden of work in some cases means become head of a department or who has replaced an
that this cannot be done, tb_n the Mission would agree American in a senior position. More houses are being
with the suggestion that more short-term officials might be built, he said, but first priority in allocation must go to the
imported for training purposes, expatriates; otherwise the expatriate staff could not be

recruited and the development programmes could not be
Relations between Micronesians and Americans pushed ahead.

in the civil service
264. On such matters as housing and the improvement

262. Relations are on the whole very good--that is, of working relations between Micronesians and Americans
given the inherent limitations of a situation in which there has been something of a failure of communication
governing and governed are of different nationality, between the people concerned and the Administration.
language and income-level. Meetings throughout the There seems no reason why the Mission, or other passing
Territory, with both Micro:aesians and United States bodies, should be needed to carry complaints to the
officials, produced many instances of the genuine regard Administration and convey its replies back; these are
in which they hold one another. There was no racial matters both parties ought to be able to work out between
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' themselves. The difficulty is that there is no machinery Mission's suggestion of an advisory committee is simply
for such consultations. The congress of Micronesia and a development of practices already in force in Truk--and
the district councils can provide one means for airing the Mission understands in one or two other districts--
complaints. But as a more specific method of main- where a Labour Relations Board, of Micronesians only,
taining contact between the Administration and its is in existence. The District Administrator consults with
Micronesian officials the Mission would suggest the this Board on personnel problems, and no employee may
formation of a Micronesian civil service association, at be dismissed without his case being fully reviewed by the
Headquarters and in each of the districts. This body Board. The final decision remains in the hands of the
could nominate representatives to discuss with the High District Administrator, but he does not override the
Commissioner and the district administrators such ques- recommendations of the Board without giving his reasons
tions as Micronization and the renewal of expatriate in full and undertaking a discussion. The Mission con-
contracts; pay problems; housing and other problems of siders that this kind of arrangement is not only good in
those who come to the district centres from outlying itself, in ensuring that justice is seen to be done, but
areas; redundancy; and training programmes. The Mis- establishes a healthy precedent for the Micronesian civil
sion considers that it would be valuable if each district servants who will in due course be taking over respon-
administrator met separately with Micronesian officials sibility for recruitment and dismissals. If practices are
from time to time in this way, and the High Commissioner arbitrary before the takeover, they will tend to be so
also when he is in the district, afterwards; reasoned procedures established now will

265. Periodic discussions with a Micronesian civil become ingrained.
service association could do much to smooth away minor
causes of friction. The association could also play an Unification qfthe Territorial civil service
important part in handling another and larger question 268. Whatever the extent of Micronization of the
affecting goodwill between Micronesian and United civil service--a process which it is undoubtedly desirable
States officials--the question of the progressive replace- to accelerate--it is clear that for some time to come
ment of the latter. The Mission received two similar expatriate officials will be needed in specialized positions.
petitions from the Saipan Municipal Legislature and the In such a small territory it is difficult enough to weld a
Mariana Islands District Legislature urging that the term smooth and efficient administration from two differing
of all key United States persormel should be limited to nationalities with two differing standards of living.
two or four years. In Saipan it was claimed that several Ample illustration has been given of the frictions which
such officials had already been too long in the Territory can arise. But the difficulty is compounded and so to
and ought to be replaced; such a limitation would con- speak institutionalized by the present organization of the
siderably accelerate the programme of training Microne- Territorial civil service. There are two distinct employers
sians. However, there were differing views on this point, in Micronesia at the moment--the United States Govern-
In Truk for instance the opposite was agreed; the term of ment and the Government of the Trust Territory--and
many United States officials was too short and there was in effect two civil services working side by side but with
a need for greater continuity, separate status and terms of employment. This is an

266. The point is a matter of personal judgement and anachronism. The time is long overdue when these
also, the Mission suspects, one of personalities. As has confusing and overlapping arrangements were brought
already been noted, the Administration has shown no under a united Microncsian civil service. Micronesia is
reluctance to replace a United States official where a becoming a unity and this must surely be reflected in its
qualified Micronesian is available. But in such adelicate civil service. As a distinct Micronesian Government
matter it is clear that not only must justice be done, but emerges it is essential to have a single administration whose
it must be manifest to Micronesians that justice is done. employees, whether American or Micronesian, work
The terms of appointment of United States personnel under the same direction and owe their working loyalty
--which are not strictly contracts--are reviewed every to that administration alone. The Territory cannot
two years to determine whether a suitable Micronesian approach self-government without the full control of its
replacement exists or whether the appointment should own administrative arrangements.

be continued. This is an excellent policy; the Mission 269. The point should be self-evident and the Mission
would merely propose adding a procedure whereby will not labour it. What might be overlooked, however,
Micronesian civil servants could be associated in the is that a unified civil service can provide the opportunity
process. How this should best be arranged is a matter for dealing with a number of practical difficulties which
for consideration. The simplest system would be for an otherwise appear insoluble. Such a difficulty is thepresent
informal committee to join with the district administrator differentiation in pay scales between United States staff
when he is reviewing the renewal of contracts. This and Micronesians. Inadequacy of pay was, as might be
committee should have as a minimum membership a expected, raised at more than one meeting with Microne-
representative nominated by the body of Micronesian sian officials. In Ponape, for instance, it was said that
civil servants in the district (a representative of the the salaries paid to Micronesian civil servants were not
Micronesian civil servants association if this was formed) proportionate to their responsibilities; the gap between
and a Micronesian representative of the department them and the equivalent salaries of United States per-
employing the United States officer under consideration, sonnel was too big. To some extent this is an internal

267. It seems to the Mission that such an arrangement, question; the Mission is in no position to determine what
by bringing every case of contract renewal in the open, is a proper level of Government salaries under Microne-
would do away with the suspicions, however unjustified, sian conditions. It was said that those who were ap-
of some Micronesian civil servants, and hence place pointed to district centres and Headquarters, and hence
relations between the officials of both nationalities on a could not grow their own food, found their salaries
much freer and easier basis. It :might be noted that the inadequate for the expensive imported food they had to.
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' buy. O1l the other hand, it is also true that Micronesian replaced by one much more clear-cut and satisfactory to
civil servants have recently received two substantial both sides. The Territory would acquire the power to
increases in pay. Salaries are now well above any level recruit and dismiss in its own right, without the trammels
which the Micronesian economy could hope to support now imposed by its connexion with the Federal Govern-

t without United States aid, and are indeed well above the ment. The field of recruitment would be enlarged to takelevels prevailing in the rest of the Pacific. U The striking in other countries where Micronesian salaries and allow-
of a proper balance is a delicate question, a question ances might be more attractive; though recruitment is not
perhaps for investigation and discussion by the congress limited in principle, present administrative arrangements
of Micronesia. tend to confine most recruiting to the United States.

270. The differentiation in pay scales, however, Powers of dismissal would also be extended, an important
emphasizes the present division between United States and point in this period of rapid development (procedural
Micronesian civil servants and is a potential source of obstacles to getting rid of an unsuitable United States
friction. In this sense it cannot be settled by holding official have saved more than one who might have made
an inquiry or making further adjustments to Micronesian way for an abler replacement). And by placing recruit-
salaries. Any Micronesian administrator must con- ment from the United States on a secondment basis the
stantly be reminded of the size of the salary his American Territory might be able to fulfil its needs more surely and
predecessor or colleague was paid. It is true but unsatis- swiftly than has often been the case in the twilight situation
factory to reply that the American is used to a higher now prevailing.

standard of living and must be offered it if he is to be 273. Realizing these aims will require the active
attracted to work in the Territory at all; none of this co-operation of the United States Civil Service Commis-
removes in Micronesian eyes the stark disparity between sion. Secondment will be satisfactory only if the Com-
two rates of pay for the same work. The difficulty has mission is willing to make available some of its best
been encountered in many other developing countries and administrative and specialized talent. Experts sent to the
the Mission has no doubt that the solution evolved there Territory should indeed be experts; complaints were
is also applicable to Micronesia. It is the establishment voiced to the Mission that this was not always so and that,
of unified pay scales. The Mission suggests that the for that reason, Micronesians were not acquiring the
Micronesian Pay and Title Plan and the United States skills and stimulus they needed. Moreover, such experts
Civil Service gradings should both be replaced by a single should be given some inducement to serve in Micronesia,
schedule of gradings covering the entire Territorial civil or at least the assurance that in doing so they will not be
service. Such a step, invol.ving the removal of United damaging their future careers. Much more adequate
States officials in the Territory (about 300 in all) from the protection than exists at present should be arranged for
jurisdiction ofthe United States Civil Service Commission, those who are seconded to the Territorial civil service;
necessarily involves the setting-up of a separate and self- automatic reinstatement on return, credit for time of
contained Micronesian civil service, service abroad, and protection of promotion and super-

271. The unification of pay scales and gradings means annuation rights. At the moment United States civil set-
that base salaries would be fixed for all positions. The vants are almost positively discouraged from going to the
same base salary would be paid to all, whether Micronesian Territory. Those who do in effect abandon their careers
or American, holding similar positions. If no Microne- at home, as there is no obligation to reinstate them when
sian was available for a particular position then an they return. This could easily lead to quite the wrong
expatriate could be recruited. He would get the base type of expatriate official; in the circumstances, the
salary together with whatever further allowances were quality of many in Micronesia becomes the more sur-
judged necessary to attract a suitable applicant. In other prising and praiseworthy. The United States Civil
words unification would change not so much present Service will have to be persuaded that it has a special
rates of pay as the principle on which they are fixed. The obligation to help the Trust Territory--it will require a
actual remuneration might well be the same but it would conscious effort to balance the claims of such a small
be dividcd into base salary and expatriation allowances, entity against those of the Federal Government--and also
The allowances could no longer be confused with the rate that service in Micronesia could be a most valuable
for the job; they would be r_'adily identifiable to all con- experience for those who can profit by it.
cerned as the price of obtairing skills and administrative
assistance for the Territory. The division between salary 274. To sum up, the Mission has argued for a unified
and allowances would underline the essentially temporary civil service in Micronesia in the belief that this can best
and interim nature of this assistance. And the fixing of accelerate the assumption of Micronesian control and
a single salary for each post, regardless of the nationality ensure the most suitable means of obtaining those expa-
of the holder, would remow: a perceptible psychological triate officials who will still be needed. But there is an
barrier to the progress of Micronization. Moreover, if important corollary to this. If it is to achieve these
and when Micronesia becoraes fully self-governing and purposes and fit itself properly as the administrative arm
as Micronesians replace expatriates, these allowances of a future Micronesian Government, the Territorial
will end leaving only the basic salaries thus making it civil service will require a much more positive management
easier financially for the Territory to meet the burden of than has been the case. Present control of the civil
adequate salaries, service has reflected a very confused situation. The Per-

272. The creation of a sdf-contained Territorial civil sonnel Department is small and has only technical func-
service would, the Mission believes, bring other practical tions and advisory powers. The personnel officer has no
advantages. The present confusing and ill-defined rela- over-all mandate to supervise the administration and,
tionship with the United States Civil Service could be given the fragmentation of authority, it is possible thatno such mandate could have been conferred on a single

n Salaries of positions now ocx:upiedby Micronesians formerly person. Responsibility diffused has been responsibility
.held by United States personnel are set out in annex VI. dissipated; and so the civil service has developed in a
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seemingly unco-ordinated way. The more serious tasks If, however, the congress of Micronesia is to be the
' _ ' to which the Mission has drawn attention cannot similarly effective voice and instrument of Micronesian wishes, it

be left to administrative chance. The Mission suggests, must have real powers, particularly over finance, and the
therefore, that the Personnel Department be regraded and organization and means to exercise those powers. The
enlarged into a civil service commission, headed by a Mission has made a number of suggestions directed to
commissioner with broad powers over the whole unified ensuring that the form of the legislature, the nature of its
administration. The civil service co,nmissioner would membership and its methods of work (as also its relation-
be the High Commissioner's principal adviser on all ship with the district councils) serve this purpose. It
service matters, including recruitment, dismissals, training, attaches special importance to four suggestions:
Micronization, expatriate stall', pay, allowances and (a) The Administering Authority should urgently
promotions. Only by concertrating responsibility in review its proposed executive order, establishing the
this way on one department, a_:.d on one person, can the congress of Micronesia, to ensure that the capacities of the
development of a separate Micronesian civil service be congress will be adequate to fulfil the hopes placed in it;
given the impetus and direction it clearly needs.

(b) In particular provision should be made for the
establishment of select committees of the congress with

CONCLUSION power to inquire into, and report upon, all important

275. As stated at the outset o:fthis chapter, the Mission matters of policy and administration, including budgetary
has formed the strong impression that Micronesia is now and economic policies and the political and constitutional
welding itself into a unified people. The conditions development of Micronesia;
exist in which rapid political development becomes both (c) Provision should also made for the enlargement of
possible and necessary. To the extent that such develop- the financial responsibility of the congress, first, by
ment takes place, it will provide a stimulus to progress in granting an effective authority over the budget, and sec-
broader fields, the economic and social and, indeed, the ondly, by progressively relaxing restrictions on its power
constitutional, to appropriate the United States subsidies;

276. The essence of political development is the (d) At the same time as this development of the legisla-
assumption by the people of Micronesia of control over ture is taking place, every effort should be made to expand
their own affairs. The means are the creation of a strong Micronesian control over, and participation in, the execu-
Micronesian legislature and an executive controlled, and tire. Emergency measures should be taken to provide
so far as possible staffed, by Micronesians. The Mission intensive training and accelerated promotion for Microne-
accepts the view that progress may not be made equally sian civil servants. This would involve the creation of a
rapidly on both these fronts; it believes that the legisla- unified civil service and the establishment of a civil service
lure, through the inauguration of the congress of Micro- commission to give the direction and impetus necessary
nesia, offers the quickest way of securing an effective to prepare Micronesians rapidly for the top administrative
Micronesian participation in the process of government, positions.

CHAPTERVl

THE FUTURE OF THE TERRITORY

VIEWS OF THE ADMINISTERING AUTHORITY ANDTHE about the future, namely that Micronesia should not
MICRONESIAI_S become a series of self-contained, self-governing units.

277. It is not practicable to consider the future of the 278. All this is inevitable, since any advance involves
Trust Territory of Micronesia as an abstract question, a choice of direction. But, with the proposed establish-
separated from political or other development. The merit of the congress of Micronesia, the time has come
future is neither more nor less than the possibilities when the future of the Territory should be shaped, not
arising out of the present progres,;. Decisions taken in merely by implication, but consciously, by the discussion
tile course of daily administration rnust continually shape and decision of the Micronesian people. The Mission
and influence these possibilities. The very change to a found both the Administering Authority and the people
policy of more intensive develop'nent has opened up themselves vague and undecided about the future. This
prospects for the Territory which did not previously exist vagueness can only be dispelled by giving elected Microne-
and the full extent of which is still not clear. As a result, sian representatives the opportunity and the knowledge
certain other possibilities are inevitably diminished. The to come to grips with the issue. The new congress of
creation of a congress of Micronesia makes it less likely, Micronesia will confront the people with the question of
without of course excluding the possibility, that the their future, a question which so far has been held in trust
Territory will ultimately integrate with Guam or become for them. As a corollary of every important bill they
a county of Hawaii; for a country which has separate consider, whether in the educational, the social or the
political institutions acquires also a scparate political economic field, members of the congress will for tile first
personality. Similarly, the Administering Authority's own time begin to think about the kind of Micronesia they
commitment to Micronesian unity, its insistence that the want. They will have to assess the alternatives before
Territory should exercise its rights of self-determination them, the practicality of each and the extent to which the
as a whole, itself implicitly makes certain assumptions Administering Authority can help in realizing them.
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, , ,These questions cannot be properly considered except ture said that, after weighing the advantages and disad-
through the congress. And yet their definition and clari- vantages of being independent and fully realizing the
fication is urgent, for without it there cart be no properly complexity of the problem, a group of legislators had
informed act of self-determination, nevertheless concluded that independence should be the

goal. He said that the group had been particularly

- 279. It was clear from discussions in Washington that inspired by recently independent countries whichmany
the Administering Authority had itself no precise ideas were not all economically self-supporting or educationally
about the future of the Territory. In one sense this was advanced. 4-
entirely proper. The Mission was assured that the ..... _-
Administering Autho-ri'ty had no intention of prejudicing 281. Others specifically argued against independence. ,O
the-Micronesian choice. The decision had been taken At a public meeting in Truk, a Micronesian civil servalff _"
_nTr_l-that the Micronesian people should be developed reviewed the three possible choices laid down by the
to the same standards, educztion and health, and in the General Assembly in resolution 1541 (XV), namely,
same ways, politically and economically, as were United independence, free association with an independent State
States citizens. Development is inevitably in the Amer- and integration with an independent State; and concluded
ican pattern. But the Administering Authority does that it was not feasible for Micronesia to be independent
not intend to make the Micronesians United States at present, and that this would only lead to domination
citizens and does not itself contemplate integration; in by other Powers. At both meetings, in Uman and
other words, the future of the Trust Territory remains an Ponape, where independence was mentioned, it was said
open question. The Mission was told that the United that lack of resources and economic development made it
States has no specific solution and has not yet set any impossible at present to achieve independence. At
date for self-determination. It intends to keep open the Uman it was asserted that the best way to speed Microne-
broadest possible range of options for the Micronesian sian progress was integration with the United States. At
people consonant with the knowledge that administrative Ponape two legislators merely suggested that the Territory
decisions involved in the conscientious discharge of its was so far in no position to manage its own affairs and that
trust must have some influence on the outcome; as an the political future ofthe Territory would be shaped by the
illustration the point was made that the Administration extent of its economic development.
was going ahead with extensive educational and social 282. Most of those who expressed an opinion to the
development without waiting for economic viability. It Mission wanted integration with the United States. A
was still too early in the process of constitutional develop- speaker in the Palau District Legislature stated that the
ment for the actual options to be formulated. All that Palauan people wanted the United States form of govern-
could be said to the Mission at the present stage was that ment, though they were prepared to receive assistance
the range of options would start with independence and from any other Governments to revive the economy of

cover all other possibilities--possibilities which were Micronesia. At a meeting with the Moen municipality,changing as the Territory developed, the chief Magistrate concluded that independence was

280. The Administering Authority's vagueness was not practicable and that it would be better for the Terri-
matched by an equal vagueness, indeed sometimes con- tory to join either Hawaii or Guam as part of the United
fusion, among the people of the Territory, or rather those States; and a council member declared this to be the opin-
few who raised the subject at all. Independence, though ion of the whole council. A member of Lukunor Council
usually mentioned only to be discarded as economically stated that the present Administering Authority was the
and geographically impracticable, seemed definitely to be best they had had, and asked that the Trust Territory be
recognized as one alternative. One or two persons at made a part of the United States, rather than a part of
Palau and Yap sought confirmation from the Mission a territory under the United States.
that Micronesia could become independent if it wished. 283. Many others felt that they were not yet ready
At Uman, one of the larger municipalities in Truk, a for such an important decision. Members of the Yap
councillor speaking on behalf of a group of people stated District Legislature said they needed more time and expe-
that the majority of the original Trust Territories had rience before deciding their future. At Metalanim, in
either become independent or self-governing, and that Ponape, council members were unable to make up their
people in the Territory of the Pacific Islands were dis- minds as to the best choice. The consensus of the
satisfied with the Administerir.g Authority and wanted it Micronesian students in Hawaii was that a full under-
changed. At Ponape it was ev:dent that district legislators standing of the implications and consequences of choosing
had been giving thought to the problem, and that some at the future status of the Territory required further prepa-
least had decided for indepenc',ence. The Speaker of the ration, and that the present time was too early for the
Ponape District Legislature said that in 1961, when he people to make any meaningful choice. The Micronesian
had helped the municipalities i;ather views on the future, students at the College of Guam--about a hundred from
the people had expressed no desire to become part of the all parts of the Trust Territory--presented their views in
United States. As the economyoftheTerritorydepended writing and said: "We propose to remain under the
mainly on agriculture and fisheries, he doubted that more present administration and learn more about self-govern-
money would be forthcoming if it were part of the United merit before we get our independence or be part of the
States. He feared that if the Territory did integrate, United States".
wealthy Americans could easily buy up the islands in the

Ponape District, the whole Territory would be governed THE QUESTIONOF SAIPAN
by the United States Navy instcad of the Department of
the Interior, and Micronesians would lose their rights and 284. Only in the Mariana Islands District was there
freedom. Union with Guam, he continued, was even evidence of any consistent or organized public interest
more objectionable because of Guam's dependent status, in the future. And there the discussion concerned, not
small size and location. The Vice-Speaker of the Legisla- the self-determination of the Territory as a whole, but
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the desire of many to see the Trusteeship Agreement was premature at this stage. They also favoured integra-
terminated for their district in order to make possible tion with the United States, but only after the Territory
union with Guam or, as the formal request put it, to as a whole had become self-governing.
achieve the "reintegration of the Mariana Islands by
incorporating them within the framework of the Territory 287. Much of the argument justifying integration
of Guam". lz In support of this desire there has grown with Guam was based on a misconstruing of Articles 73 b
up an active separatist movement and, as a result, two and 76 b of the United Nations Charter; the Missiort
political parties made up of those who advocate and those pointed out that these Articles referred to varying dq_iees
who oppose immediate union with Guam. The move- of advancement in all Trust Territories, not to varying
ment is centred on Saipan--it was not raised with the stages of advancement within a particular Territory.
Mission in Tinian or Rota, the other main centres of the There was also considerable misunderstanding of the right
district--and is headed by the Popular Party, which is the of self-determination; the Mission reminded the meetings
majority party in both the Saipan and Marianas Legis- that the Charter and General Assembly resolution 1514
latures. (XV) spoke only of the right of self-determination of

peoples as a whole, and certainly not of anything which
285. The agitation began five years ago when the amounted to the right of secession or partition of a terri-

Saipan Municipal Legislature asked the United Nations tory. As its predecessor had done, the Mission reiterated
seriously to consider the question and since then the that, though the people of Saipan might feel they were
request has frequently been reiterated in petitions to the ready for self-determination, they were part of a larger
Administering Authority and lhe Trusteeship Council. entity and must exercise their right as part of that entity.
Just before the arrival of the 1.961 visiting Mission, in Any compromise on this point would lead to the piece-
February of that year, an unofficial plebiscite was con- meal break-up of the Territory; the people of the Polyne-
ducted at which a little over half the registered voters in sian island of Nukuoro in Ponape District, for instance,
the Saipan and Tinian municipalities expressed their desire told the Mission that if Saipan were allowed to secede
for unification with Guam; the nature and implications of they would wish to join some Polynesian grouping.
that choice were discussed in the Visiting Mission's report Instead of the illusory hope of secession, Saipan now had
(T/1582, paras. 55-69). In July 1963 the Saipan Municipal the practical means of getting the substance of its wants
Legislature unanimously reaffirraed its previous support through the future congress of Micronesia.
for union with Guam and held a further plebiscite in
Saipan on 27 October 1963. This plebiscite, like the ear- 288. The Administering Authority has been no less
lier one, was held without the Administration's approval: firm in rejecting Saipanese pressure for secession. During
the District Administrator told the Mayor of Saipan that its talks in Washington the Mission was told that the
the United States held not only the Mariana Islands United States had not wavered in its cardinal policy of
District but also the other districts in trust for the United keeping and developing the Territory as a unit, and that
Nations, and that therefore the integrity of the Trust it had nothing whatsoever to do with the separatist move-
Territory must be held sacred. This plebiscite drew a ment. The Assistant Secretary of the Interior Depart-
markedly smaller response. Out of 3,015 eligible voters ment put it specifically: "We do not favour fragmentation
in Saipan Municipality only 1,286 took part; of these of the Trust Territory. This is a point we made in 1961
1,231 voted Yes to the question: "'Do you want to become following the first Saipan referendum and it remains our
U. S. citizen within the political framework of the Territory policy. At such time as it is appropriate for the Microne-
of Guam?". 13 sians to exercise their right of self-determination, we shall

propose that United Nations observers be present at any
286. Some weeks before the Mission arrived in the referendum or plebiscite and we shall insist that 'inde-

Trust Territory, it received a r,_quest from the Saipan pendence' be one of the points."

Municipality to reserve an adequate amount of time on its 289. There is no reason in these circumstances for any \\
visit for conferring with the people of Saipan. The misunderstanding that secession is possible under the
Mission in fact went into the question very fully, attending Trusteeship Agreement. Both the Trusteeship Council
a public meeting and separate meetings with both the and the Administering Authority have made this pointSaipan and Marianas legislatures. At these discussions
a large number of petitions wore received from both clear to the people of Saipan, and the question may be
bodies which, in substance, declared that the people of regarded as firmly settled. But the Mission agrees that,
the Marianas were ready for self..government and wished though nothing should be done to encourage the separatist
to terminate the Trusteeship Agreement. The Trusteeship movement, neither should it be repressed. It is an expres-sion of thinking about the future and while its aims cannot
Council was therefore asked to reconsider its earlier be accepted, they must be countered in the open and by
attitude. At all these meetings members of the Popular force of argument. Indeed, the Mission has some con-Party called for integration with Guam on the grounds of
historical and cultural affinity, tho desire of the people of fidence that the counter-arguments are weighing nlore
Saipan to advance at a faster pace than the rest of the heavily. A more dynamic situation in the Trust Territory,
Trust Territory, and the freely expressed wishes of the coupled with an increasing realization that secession is
Saipanese people as made known in the unofficial plebi- impossible, has begun to have its effect. The move to
scites. Members of the minority Democratic Party join Guam, though still strong, has begun to decline if
(formerly the Progressive Party) opposed the petitions, the results of the last unofficial plebiscite are any indica-
claiming that the plebiscites did not really reflect the will tion. /
of the Saipanese people and that any move to join Guam 290. Despite the fact that the people of Guam and the

Marianas are Chamorros, with historical links and a

,2 See T/PET. 10/31. shared language, Chamorro brotherhood does not appear
_3A full tabulation of the question:; asked and of the results to be the source of the integration movement. The

. obtained is contained in annex VII. desire of those who advocate it in Saipan is essentially to
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' ' ' ' become United States citizens like the Guamanians and 293. Debate on the possible alternatives of self-deter-
to share the benefits of this. The movement originated mination has scarcely begun. 14 In two districts political
from Guam (a mission visited Saipan in 1959 to urge the parties have formed around the issue of self-determination,
political and economic benefits of integration) and seems which may, if any, be the issue which can ultimately
to have been a form of economic reinsurance: many produce Territory-wide political parties. But the ex-
Guamanian businessmen hoped that union with Saipan isting parties are debating an essentially restricted choice.
would improve their civilian economy and leave them less In Saipan the difference is largely on the timing of inte-
dependent on the military installations, so vulnerable to gration. In Palau, where the District Administrator has
disarmament or a mere change in weaponry. The had Puerto Rican experience, the Progressive Party
attractions for Saipan at that time are not hard to grasp, advocates a "commonwealtla" solution for Micronesia
Guam had its own legislature; the Trust Territory had while the Liberal Party wishes for more home rule under
none. Guam had a booming economy with growing the status quo until the ultimate future of the Territory can
opportunities for business and labour; it had loan moneys be settled. In no other district has the question of the
for farmers, a welfare fund for needy families and the future yet entered political life. It did not bulk large at
possibility of developing a profitable trade in agricultural any public meeting, except that in Saipan, and was not
produce and fish with the Marianas. Saipan, with none raised in the Marshall Islands at all. In many places
of these, sat still amid the wreckage of the war. Integra- people seemed confused and apprehensive about the
tion in these circumstances must have seemed the only prospects opening up before them and discussion consisted
way for an enterprising district to escape from a run-down mainly in seeking advice from the Mission (the Mission
economy and the paternalism of the United States Navy. had to emphasize that self-determination meant what it

said and that neither the Administering Authority nor the
291. But this situation is changing. A congress of United Nations could force the people of Micronesia

Micronesia is about to be inaugurated as the political into any choice they did not want). The Territory is still
voice of the Territory. The Administering Authority has in the process of being knitted together. Its unity is still
reversed its caretaker policy in favour of one of active fragile; most people still look at the world and the future
development. The Territory's budget has trebled and from their own districts, not as part of a unified Microne-
spending on building and other programmes has already sia. Until a truly unified Micronesia is created, until a
begun to expand the economy; the growth ofcash cropping Territory-wide legislature is established to embody and
and fisheries could expand it further. Micronesia has express the national will, no such will can exist. The
started to catch up. It is no longer a matter of Saipan public meetings reflected no consensus on the future
being held back by the dead weight of an inert territory; because so far no basis for a consensus has been formed.
now it is being offered the chance to play a part in shaping
a nation. The earlier reasons for separatism are losing 294. The people of the Territory have not begun to
their validity. It may be that, with a developing economy, think at all widely about the range of alternatives open to
a high rate of government spending and increasing control them. Almost all speakers assumed that thcre were only
of its own affairs, Micronesia will have the greater two alternatives--full independence or some form of
attractive force. Many Saipanese--if their demand for integration with the United States. Independence is
a strong legislature is any indication--are beginning to taken to mean that Micronesia would have to stand entirely
grasp the possibilities opened up by the congress of on its own strength and that United States aid would
Micronesia. Others are wondering whether, especially immediately cease. Since Micronesia is clearly not self-
when business opportunities are expanding in the Terri- sufficient, most people concluded that the only alternative
tory, they may be pushed aside by better-organized and was some form of integration with the United States,
larger businesses from Guam (there have already been either as part of Hawaii or part of the Territory of Guam.

protests about Guamanian businesses moving into Saipan 295. The full implications and possibilities of either
and about building firms based on Guam being given of these courses have not even started to be explored. If
contracts in the Territory). The Mission therefore independence is equated with self-sufficiency, then it is true
suspects that Saipanese separatism sprang to some extent that the latter does not seem possible in the foreseeable
from a situation which is now disappearing. Once the future. The Mission would be doing no service to the
development of a vigorous and unified Micronesia gets Territory if it were to gloss over the economic facts and
under way, the issue may simply wither away. their effect on the Territory's future situation. Lack of

resources, the appalling complication and expense intro-
THE ALTERNATIVES duced by the scattered nature of the islands--a complica-

tion which has to be experienced at first hand to be
292. It is clear that a choice could be made among the properly understood--and the high standards of social

views on the future expressed throughout the Territory, development now being set by the Administering Author-
not excluding the Mariana Islands District, and selected ity make self-sufficiency a distant goal. It is a goal
evidence cited, according to preference, for a particular which in fact is receding. The Territory can only main-
course as being requested by the people. One could go tain its present standards with large-scale assistance; it is
further and, treating the comrnents to the Mission as a not merely unable to raise the money for capital expendi-
kind of opinion poll, reach a slatistical conclusion on the ture but is far from being able to meet recurring expenses.
alternative preferred by most people--in which case it But the Administering Authority has embarked on an
would clearly be some form of integration with the United energetic programme to raise social services in the Terri-
States. The Mission does net intend to do either of
these. It has given a faithful account of the public views _' In Saipan the Mission was interested to read copxesof the Free

i/that were expressed to it. The chief conclusion it would Press of Micronesia, a mimeographed newspaper expressing highly

independent views. The development of a responsible Territory-
draw is that no properly matured opinions on the future wide newspaper could make an invaluable contribution to the
have yet emerged, development of Micronesia.
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t_ry to the highest modern standards. This spending, so conditions for self-determination do not yet exist. The
desirable for the improvement in conditions it is bringing, United Nations is properly concerned that the act of self-

¢is at the same time putting the Trust Territory even further determination should be exercised at the earliest possible
out of touch with its economic base. This would be of moment. But this means the earliest possible moment
lesser importance if the economic possibilities were large consistent with a real choice, or else the whole purpose of

nd could ultimately underpin the transformed level of self-determination is defeated. A special responsibility
evelopment. But the economic possibilities, by present rests on the Trusteeship System to ensure that the choice

standards at least, seem small; and so the transformation is a considered one and not one which may later come to
now going on has important political implications. It be questioned by the people themselves as hasty or
means that Micronesia will be more than ever dependent, inadequate. Self-determination_n_o_uld_c9 e_the
as far as can be seen in the future, on large-scale aid from high point of depend"_'enceoa_id. It would
the outside, almost'_'rtamly result in a request for integration, either

296. Very conscious of these facts, many Micronesians with the United States proper or with Guam. In the
present state of the Territory's developm.e.nt this couIB not

have concluded that integration with the United States is be'ff._p__gg_perintegration. " practice tothe only way to ensure the money and assistance they will
a continuation of trusteeship by other means; that is,continue to need in the future. But the Mission found no

sign that the full implications of integration have been trusteeship without mternafional supe-rvisio,.
thought through. It does not ,;eem to have occurred to 299. Intensive development has only just begun.
anyone, for instance, that integration is not merely a Once it is under way the scope of Micronesian thinking
matter of Micronesian wishes, and that the United States will inevitably enlarge. As the people of the Territory
also has a choice on this question. Nor has the form of become better educated and more self-confident, they will
integration been seriously examined; whether with the also become freer and bolder in tlaeir choice. The chief
State of Hawaii (separate statehood presumably being pre-condition of self-determination is a greater political

i ruled out by size) or with the Territory of Guam, which is maturity, and this applies to whatever alternative is

itselfa dependency. There is no indication that those who ultimately chosen. To find every possible means of hast-
advocate integration have realized, much less accepted, the ening this has been the Mission's consistent aim in this
rapid Americanization that would be the consequence, report. Serious debate on the future has not yet started,
and the effects this would have on Micronesian customs and it cannot effectively take place until a congress is
and way of life. It is taken for granted that Micronesians established through whose discussions and decisions the
could retain their present exclusive rights over land. But future can begin to take shape. Hitherto, the present and
this seems doubtful: the United States ConstituXi_oa_is the future have been dissociated in Micronesia, with the
unIik-N-yto pern_i[ any discriminatory__prowsmns on lan.d latter a cloudy and rather frightening abstraction. Polit-
tentt_4o--/Vl-i_T6i_esmns. Integration would surely mean ical progress can bind the two together in an ordered path
lha't"U-KiWd States citizens in Micronesia would enjoy the of development along which the people of Micronesia can
same rights as would Micronesians in the mainland, advance with confidence to a status which will reflect their
including the right to buy land and establish businesses, settled wishes.
None of this rules out integration, if the United States is
agreeable, as a legitimate choice for the Territory in due 300. In assisting this process, a heavy responsibility
course. It may well be that, after thinking about the will fall on the Administering Authority. Its share in the
matter, the Micronesians will conclude that any of these preparations for self-determination is to keep the people
disadvantages are a price worth Faying for the benefits of of the Territory aware of all the potentialities that lie
integration. The point is that at present they have not before them. A conscious effort will have to be made not
thought about it. to foreclose in practice any of the alternatives which are

available in theory. The Administration has some obli-
297. Nor has any thought been given to a range of gation, for instance, in its training and educationalpolicies

possibilities wider than a simple either/or choice. The not to orient people exclusively towards the United States,
Mission found that people in the Territory assumed that but also to bear in mind the need for solidarity and
their cofisideration was limited to only two alternatives: co-operation with other Pacific countries. In fostering
fullindependence or integration. But neither the General Micronesian values it should encourage some sense of
Assembly nor anyone else has so restricted the scope of Micronesia's place as a Pacific country in its own right.
self-determination. Provided the Administering Author- But the real test of its intentions will be the breadth with
ity, or some other State, is willing to co-operate, there are which it approaches the development of political respon-
other possibilities of reconciling the cleavage between sibility. If it is not prepared to grant budgetary autonomy
self-government and self-reliance which is troubling many then it is in effect restricting the choice to integration. If
in the Territory--possibilities which may be summed up it is willing to concede full powers of appropriation to the
in the t.er.m_freea_o_i,ation__ of congress of Micronesia, then it will open up the possibility
con_ether with the o':her alternatives if only of development into independence or a free association
bec.ause_iI_off._ a means wlaereby the people Ol_sia
could co-existalongside a larger St_rption. based on the full autonomy of Micronesia. If the |Administering Authority can be both imaginative and
As a freely associateu State, Microrresia--c-mald have generous in declaring that independence or full political
unfettered control of its own affairs, including whatever autonomy need not mean a cessation of aid and if it can
prot;-ction was desired for its land and customs, while tell the people of Micronesia that they are free to choose
ensuring the outside assistance wit rout which it could not whatever status they wish and that the United States will
exist. And it would of course retain the right to opt for continue to stand beside them as a friend, then the congress
another status if it so desired, of Micronesia could begin to examine a whole new set

298. Because the range of alternatives is neither corn- of possibilities. To ask this of the Administering Author-
plete nor well-considered, it must be conceded that the ity is to seek a bold step, though it is not an unprecedented
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' _ 'one. But the announcement of such a policy now, at the ness or merely a geographical expression. If this pride
beginnings of the debate on the future, would transform exists, then the Territory will choose some form of inde-
the terms of the debate. And, as is usually the case with pendent existence; if it does not--if its inhabitants do not
imaginative and generous gestures, it would be unlikely think the concept of Micronesia worth retaining--then
to diminish the esteem and gratitude of the people of the economic benefits of joining another state will weigh
Micronesia both before and after self-determination, more heavily.

301. Then it will be possible to choose from a full 302. The Mission's recommendations have all been
range of alternatives. Only lhe Micronesian people can in the direction of bringing Micronesia together and
make this choice, and its nature will hinge on the kind enhancing the sense of pride in being Micronesian. To
of people they wish to be. Despite the far-reaching that extent the Mission has indicated its belief that
changes now under way, the: Mission encountered few Micronesia has a unique identity which should be pre-
signs that people were asking themselves what sort of served, and the logic of its proposals may be felt to
Micronesia they wanted; what cultural values, what aims, tend towards either independence or free association. But
what sort of society should be created. Progress has the Mission is not recommending any particular alterna-
become rapid but little if any serious thought seems yet tive. If the Micronesian people choose integration the
to haye been given the fundaraental question of its__.dir.ec- proposals the Mission has made throughout this report
tion; for instance, whether Mic_onesians prefer to develop still hold good; for they are aimed at increasing the pride,
into l_Uy fiedged Americans oi" whether there is a separate self-sufficiency and self-respect of the people of the Trust
M'i'uroii6si&ii p-ersonaltty wor{h fostering. _[iae qtregtkm Territory and it is much better that a people should inte-

.. It _r_"__
mtt_--zooe,n bc ,_o,x_,u^_"'Jby _vJtt_,loIlt_Slanrepresentatives for grate from a position of confidence than because of
on it depends the Territory's educational policy, the dependence, because they feel that no other course is
pattern of its economic development and finally the choice open to them. The essential point is not the particular "3

of a future status. It comes down to whether the people course that is chosen. It is that the people of Micronesia
of the Territory have pride in themselves as a distinct should be able to choose it from alternatives that are real
_entity; whether indeed there i.s a Micronesian conscious- and with a self-knowledge that is thorough.
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ANNEXES

ANNEX I

Written communications received by the Visiting Mission
during its visit to the Trust Territory

NOTE: Under rule 84, paragrcph 2, of the rules of procedure of the Trusteeship Council, the Visiting Mission decided
that the following communications were intended for its own information.

I. Communications from the Third Regular Session of the Mariana MARIANA ISLANDS,DIRECTLYUNDERTHE DOCTRINEOF HUMAN
Islands District Legislature presented to the Mission at its meeting RIGHTS, AND IN CONSONANCE WIYH THE OBJECTIVE OF THE UNITED

with the Legislature in Saipan on 12 March 1964 NATIONS POLICY IN THE INTERNATIONAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN

(_) RIGHTS
Whereas, pursuant to the petition by the people of the Mariana

1964 MARIANAISLANDSDISTRIC'rLEGISLATURE Islands as demonstrated in an island-wide plebiscite held during the
Tmm_ REGUL_.RSESSION years 1961 and again in 1963, and a plebiscite held in the other

Resolution No. Introduced by Hon. Juan Ch. Reyes, islands in the Mariana group, were and are still desirous to bereintegrated, restored and reinstated back to their former status as
2-1964 Saipan one people who are the actual inhabitants of the Mariana Islands;

A RESOLUTION RESPECTFULLY REQUESTING AND MEMORIALIZING THE and

UNITED NATIONS VISITING MISSION TO SEEK THE SOLUT1ON IN Whereas, with no intention directly or indirectly or under any

EXPEDITINGTHECOMPENSATIONFORWARDAMAGESCLAIMSOFTHE other circumstances should be regarded as to imply racial discrimi-
PEOPLE OF THE MARIANA ISLANDS DISTRICT, TRUST TERRITORY OF nation towards the people of the other islands of the Pacific Trust
THE PACIFIC ISLANDS Territory; and

Whereas, the emergence of the World War II had caused great Whereas, in the course of human events and the inevitability of
hardship, destruction, and loss of properties and lives to the people social, political and economic affinity, and by virtue of the natural
of the Mariana Islands District, Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands; pursuit of life and happiness, the inhabitants of the Mariana group
and who are called Chamorros, were of Guamanian descendants who are

Whereas, the people of the Mariana Islands District neither entirely similar in culture, in language, and in customs, and thereby
desired nor caused the creation of World War II; and could prosper by such union thereto; and

Whereas, nearly twenty (20) years have elapsed since the end of the Whereas, to become one people and one country among such
World War II and this is the fourth request from a duly constituted mixed races who are entirely dissimilar, the Chamorro race by reason
body and bodies and yet this claim remains outstanding; and of minority will undoubtedly cause to suffer the inconveniences

Whereas, it is the opinion of the people of the Mariana Islands attendant in the conglomeration of races with marked differences
District that this claim has not been given the proper interest and culturally, politically and socially; and

efforts toward solving it by the involved authorities; Whereas, that it is cognizant before the people of the world, how
Now therefore, be it resoh,ed by the Mariana Islands District this great world Organization, the United Nations, on many occasions

Legislature that the 1964 United Nalions Visiting Mission be respect- have demonstrated the deepest respects for other people on the basis
fully requested and memorialized to seek the solution of expediting of their objectives, and it is also one of their fundamental principles,
the payment of War Damages Claims of the people of the Mariana to be always prepared to support and to defend the rights of other
Islands District, Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. people, hence, our fundamental rights are basically implied upon

Passed by the Mariana Islands Dis,'rict Legislature 4 February 1964. these objectives; and

(Signed) Olympio T. ]3ORJA Whereas, that this general thesis can be extended exclusively to the
President effect of this resolution and not to be construed under any such

determination to reflect the cause towards the direct course of
(Signed) Herman Q. GUERRERO American citizenship only;

Secretary Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Mariana Islands District
Legislature that this petition be once more forwarded to the United

(b) Nations Trusteeship Council for their innnediate attention on the

Resolution No. Introduced by Hon. Viccnte N. Santos, Saipan basis of the United Nations objective on International Declaration
of Human Rights, and self-determination for their utmost consid-

22-1964 Hon. Santiago B. Magofna, Saipan eration of the pleas by the Chamorros who have long suffered the
RESOLUTIONNO. 22-1964 RELATIVETO RESPECTFULLYREQUESTING torments of international discrepancies which today amply reflect in

ANDMEMORIALIZINGTHEUNI'FED_X'ATIONSTRUSTEESHIPCOUNCIL TO the backwardness of the people and in the retarded growth of the
" RECONSIDERTHE PETITIONUNDER RESOLUTIONNO. 7, OF THE elements of life of the people in the other islands within the Mariana

SAIPAN LEGISLATURE,RELATIVETO THE REINTEGRATIONOF THE group, a grave mistake not of their own rnaking, and also for the
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' ' reconsideration to revive the objectives of Resolution No. 7, on the consideration in the upward revision of the minimum wage scale for
basis of the thesis herein contained, the Mariana Islands District.

Passed by the Mariana Islands District Legislature 10 February 1964. Passed by the Mariana Islands District Legislature 10 February 1964.

(Signed) Olympio T. BONA (Signed) Olympio T. BOIUA
President President

(Signed) Herman Q. GOERRERO (Signed) Herman Q. GUERRERO
Secretary Secretary

(c) (e)

Resolution No. Introduced by Hon. Benjamin T. Manglona,Resolution No. Introduced by Hon. Juan Ch. Reyes, 34-1964
30-1964 Saipan Rota

RESOLUTIONNO. 34-1964 RELATIVE TO RESPECTFULLY REQUESTING AND

RESOLUTION NO. 30-964 RELATIVE TO RESPECTFULLY REQUESTING AND MEMORIALIZING THE UNITED NATIONS TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL TO

MEMORIALIZING THE UNITED NATIONS TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL TO PROVIDE MORE UNITED NATIONS SCHOLARSHIP AND FELLOWSHIP

ENCOURAGE THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT WHO ADMINISTERS FOR MICRONESIANS IN THE PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL FIELDSTHE PACIFIC TRUST TERRITORY ISLANDS TO ADOPT AND ESTABLISH

TRIALBYJURYSYSTEMIN THECOURTSOFTHETRUST TERRITORY OF Whereas, the primary aim of the Administering Authority in the
THEPACIFICISLANDS Trust Territory is to prepare the inhabitants to achieve independence

or self-government, by promoting the political, social, economical
Whereas, advancing political, social, economic and educational and educational advancement; andprogress in the Trust Territory necessitates to adjust certain systems

throughout the Territory; and Whereas, article 6, paragraph 4, of the Trusteeship Agreement
stated that: "The Administering Authority shall promote the educa-

Whereas, in the interest of mode::n thinking and modern systems tional advancement of the inhabitants, and to this end shall take
in utilizing to the fullest extent the aclministration of justice, it is only steps toward the establishment of a general system of elementary
timely, judicious and most appropriate to adopt a jury system in our education, facilitate the vocational and cultural advancement of the
courts similar to the one adopted and in use in the United States population; and shall encourage qualified students to pursue higher
courts; and education including training on the professional level"; and

Now, therefore, be it resolved bi¢ the Mariana Islands District Whereas, to expedite the attachment of their objectives for the
Legislature that on behalf of the people of the Mariana Islands people of Micronesia, it is essential that more United Nations
District, we are respectfully requesting and memorializing the United Scholarship and Fellowship be given to the people; andNations Trusteeship Council to encourage the United States Govern-
merit to adopt and establish a jury .';ystem in the courts of the Trust Whereas, the education is an important factor in its prerequisite to
Territory of the Pacific Islands; and this objective;

Be itfi,rther resolved that the President certify to and the Legislative Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Mariana Islands District
Secretary attest the adoption hereof and that copies of the same be Legislature that the 1964 United Nations Visiting Mission be respect-
thereafter transmitted to the President of the United Nations fully requested to provide more United Nations Scholarship and
Trusteeship Council, the 1964 United Nations Visiting Mission to the Fellowship for Micronesian citizens in the professional and technical
Pacific Trust Territory, the Honorable E. P. Furber, Chief Justice of fields.
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islznds, the High Commissioner of Passed by the Mariana lslands District Legislature 10 February 1964.
the Trust Territory, and the Secrelary of the Department of the
Interior, United States Government. (Signed) Olympio T. BORJA

President

Passedby the Mariana lslands District Legislature 10 February 1964. (Signed) Herman Q. GUERRERO
(Signed) Olympio T. BONA Secretary

President

(Signed) Herman Q. GUERR_O (f)

Secretary Resolution No. Introduced by: Committee of the Whole
35-1964

(d) RESOLUTIONNO. 35-1964 REQUESTINGTHE 1964 UNITED NATIONS
Resolution No. Introduced by Hon. Vicente N. Santos, VISITINGMISSIONOFTHETRUSTEESHIPCOUNCILTO LOOKINTOTHE

32-1964 Saipan LIFTING AND RELAXING OF SECURITY CLEARANCE TO ALLOW TOURISTS

IN THE MARIANA ISLANDS DISTRICT

RESOLUTION NO. 32-1964 REQUESTING AND MEMORIALIZING THE

UNITED NATIONSVISITINGMISSIONTO USEITS GOODOFFICESIN Whereas, by and with the term of Agreement set forth in the
SEEKING THE UPWARD REVISION OF THE MINIMUM WAGE SCALE IN THE Trusteeship system, provision as agreed by the Security Council and
MARIANAISLANDSDISTRICT the United States of America, it stipulates that the Administering

Authority has the discretionary power of declaring the Trust Territory
Whereas, there continues the same problem of low scale of wages of the Pacific Islands or portion thereof as closed in strategic areas;

in the Mariana Islands District; and and

Whereas, the economic system of the Mariana Islands District is Whereas, a potential source of income that would derive from
based chiefly upon employment with low scale of wages; and tourism is promising but that outsiders have to obtain prior clearance

Whereas, the continued high cost of living demands immediate before entering, which requirement is discouraging for tourist
revision of the minimum wage scale, especially for the Mariana development; and

Islands District; and Whereas, throughout the Trust Territory, there are numerous
Whereas, with the increase of $0.50 minimum wage scale per hour, historical sites of attraction which are of interest to the incoming

as requested in Resolution No. 11-1964 of the Mariana Islands tourists;

District Legislature to the High Commissioner would, at least, Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Mariana Islands District
help to improve the present living condition of the population in this Legislature that the United Nations Trusteeship Council be requested
district; and memorialized to ensure the lifting and relaxing of the security

Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Mariana Islands District clearance to allow freely tourists regardless of any national in the
Legislature that the United Nations Visiting Mission takes due Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.
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' ' _ Passed by the Mariana Islands District Legislature 10 February 1964. Be itfitrther resolved that the President certify to and the Legislative
Secretary attest the adoption hereof, and that copies of same be

(Signed) Olympio T. BO_A thereafter transmitted to the President of the United Nations

President Trusteeship Council; President, United States Senate; Speaker,
(Signed) Herman Q. GUERRERO United States House of Representatives; United States Department

Secretary of the Interior; and to the High Commissioner of the Trust Territory
of the Pacific Islands.

(g) Passed by the Mariana Islands District Legislature 10 February 1964.

Resolution No. Introduced by: Committee of the Whole (Signed) Olympia T. BOPOA
36-1964 President

RESOLUTION NO. 36-1964 RESPEC"IFULLY REQUESTING AND MEMORI- (Signed) Herman Q. GUERRERO

ALIZING THE UNITED NATIONS q?RUSTEESHIP COUNCIL TO REMOVE Secretary
CERTAIN SECURITY RESTRICTIONS AND OPEN THE MARIANA ISLANDS

DISTRICT PORTS FOR NON-COMMUNISTIC OKINAWAN AND JAPANESE (i)
COMMERCIAL VESSELS FOR FOSTERING TRADE

Whereas, commercial trade is an important key to economic Resolution No. Introduced by Hon. Benusto R. Kaipat,
development; and 38-1964 Saipan

Whereas, the economic development is indispensable for improving RESOLUTION No. 38-1964 RESPECTFULLY REQUESTING AND MEMORt-

standards of living and promotion of educational, political and social ALIZING THE UNITED NATIONS VISITING MISSION FOR CONDUCTION
aspects; and OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH BY THE UNITED NATIONS SCIENTIFIC

Whereas, the people of the Mariana Islands District do import COMMITTEE ON THE DOSES,EFFECTSAND SOLUTIONSOFATMOSPHERIC"
and consume a considerable anacunt of goods from Japan; and POLLUTIONBY RADIOACTIVEELEMENTSWITHIN THE TRUST TERRITORY

Whereas, commercial trade car. cause incentives in improving OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS AND ABOUT THE PACIFIC BASIN

agriculture and fishing exports; and Whereas, the four (4) nuclear power nations, namely: United

Whereas, the geographical closeness of the Mariana Islands to States, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom and
Japan and Okinawa is of great importance in comercial trade; and France have been conducting nuclear testing ill various geographical

locations throughout the world in the remote and recent past; and
Whereas, the people of the Mariana Islands District are used to,

and familiar with many commodities and goods manufactured in Whereas, the United Nations Scientific Connnittee on the Effect
Japan; and of Atomic Radiation reported that genetic damage may follow any

Whereas, Japan needs a number of items produced in the Mariana dose of radiation, and warned of the danger of further increase; and
Islands District; Whereas, detonation of such bombs has immediate effects, and

that nuclear radiation is only 10 per cent casualties compared to
Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Mariana Islands District

90 per cent delayed effect by fall-outs alone; and
Legislature that the United Nations Trusteeship Council be respect-
fully requested to remove certain security restrictions and to open Whereas, lethal dose is designated as L-D50-30 (45r), and that the
the ports in the Mariana Island,; District for non-communistic higher doses are known to cause effects on central nervous system,

Japanese and Okinawan commercial vessels for fostering trade, gastro-intestinal syndrome, bone marrow and blood cells depression,

Passed by the Mariana lslands District Legislature 10 February 1964. epilation, cataracts, lymph node atrophy and deaths; and
Whereas, the majority people in the Pacific Trust Territory are

(Signed) Olympia T. BORSA using and consuming rain water in everyday life, despite the fact
President that certain radioactive substances (strontium 90, etc.) is known to

(Signed) Herman Q. GUERRERO be present in the ionosphere, stratosphere and atmosphere for months
Secretary and years after the detonation of such nuclear bombs;

Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Mariana Islands District

(hi Legislature that the United Nations Visiting Mission be respectfully
requested and menaorialized for conduction of scientific research by

Resolution No. Introduced by Hon. Juan Ch. Reyes, the United Nations Scientific Committee on the doses, effects and
37-1964 Saipan solutions of atmospheric pollution by radioactive elements within the

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands and about the Pacific Basin.

RESOLUTION NO. 37-1964 RELATIVETO RESPECTFULLYREQUESTINGAND Passed by the Mariana Islands District Legislature 10 February 1964.
MEMORIALIZING THE UNITED NATIONS TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL TO

EXERCISE ITS GOOD OFFICES IN ASSISTING IN THE RELAXATION OF (Signed) Olympia T. BORJA

IMMIGRATION LAWS AFFECTING ENTP, Y OF TRUST TERRITORY CITIZENS President

TO THE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES OR ITS TERRITORIES

Whereas, by an Act of the United States Congress in the year 1962, (Signed) Herman Q. GUERRERO
the President of the United States has approved the lifting of visa Secretary
and passport requirements for travelling to the Continental United
States or its territories; and (J)

Whereas, the demand for passports and other official travelling Resolution No. Introduced by Hon. Benusto R. Kaipat,
documents have caused delays, discomforts and inconveniences on
the part of the concerned; and 39-1964 Saipan

Whereas, it is strongly felt the rela_:ing of the existing strict restric- RESOLUTION No. 39-1964 RESPECTFULLY REQUESTING THE UNrrED
tions of immigration policy will, to an extent, progress the economic, NATIONS TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL TO ASSIST AND EXPEDITE THE

political, social and educational st_:tus of the inhabitants of the TRANSFORMATION OF PRESENT COUNCIL OF MICRONESIA INTO A

Pacific trust islands; FULLY BONA-FIDE TERRITORIAL LEGISLATURE BY THE YEAR 1965,

Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Mariana Islands District AND TRANSFERRINGTO IT ALL THE NECESSARYRESPONSIBILITYAND
Legislature that the United Nations Trusteeship Council be respect- POWERS OF LEGISLATURE
fully requested and memorialized to exercise its good offices in Whereas, the existing legislative structures of local municipal and

assisting in the relaxation of immi_ration laws affecting entry of District-widelegislative bodies have gained certain political autonomy
Trust Territory citizens to the Continental United States or its which is indicative of the progress and the political evolution of
territories; and Micronesia; and
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Whereas, it is only appropriate and traditionally an accepted polit- (l)
, , .ical theory that a higher legislative body representing the entire

Micronesia is an absolute importance in the advancement exercise Resolution No. Introduced by Hun. Roman M. Manglona,
of greater political autonomy; and 41-1964 Rota

Whereas, the eventual transformation of the present Council of RESOLUTIONNO. 41-1964 RELATIVETO RESPECTFULLYREQUESTINGAND
Micronesia into a bona-fide legislative body with vested powers of a MEMORIALIZINGTHE UNITED NATIONS TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL TO
bona-fide law-making body is inevitable; and URGETHEADMINISTERINGAUTHORITYTO LIMITTHETERMIN OFFICE

Whereas, according to a provision in Chapter XII, article 76b, of OF ALLUNITEDSTATESCIVILSERVICEKEYPERSONNELIN THETRUST
the International Trusteeship System, stated that: TERRITORYGOVERNMENT

"To promote the political, economic, social, and educational Whereas, Chapter XII, International Trusteeship System,
advancement of the inhabitants of the Trust Territory, and their article 76b, provides: "To promote the political, economic, social
progressive development towards self-government or independence and educational advancements of the inhabitants of the Trust
as may be appropriate to the particular circumstances of each Territory and their progressive development toward self-government
territory and its peoples and the freely expressed wishes of the or independence"; and

people concerned, and as may be provided by the terms of each Whereas, there are considerable number of key personnel in the
Trusteeship Agreement"; and Government of the Trust Territory who are not citizens or inhabit-
Whereas, the Municipal and Di_;trict Legislatures are virtually ants of this Territory and who served many years under one capacity;

limited in the sphere of legislative powers, and the proposed creation and
of territorial legislature, fully competent with powers of legislation Whereas, it is believed and felt that it would be to the best interest
would promote and expedite our objective of self-government in the and advantage to the people of Micronesia if such key personnel tour
near future; of duty be limited to four (4) years in the Trust Territory since this

Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Mariana Islands District would subsequently be handled by some of our well-trained, educated
Legislature that the Trusteeship Council be respectfully requested and qualified Micronesian personnel, which is in line with the prin-
to ensure transformation of the present Council of Micronesia into ciples and objectives of the Trusteeship Agreement; and
a fully competent Territorial Legis!ature by the year 1965, and Whereas, such recommendation shall not be construed or implied
transferring to it all the necessary responsibility and power of that key personnel mentioned hereinbefore are not dedicated career
_legislation. officials to the good cause of the Trust Territory;

.Passed by the Mariana lslands District Legislature lOFebruary1964. Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Mariana Islands District

(Signed) Olympio T. BORJA Legislature that the United Nations Trusteeship Council be respect-
President fully requested and melaaorialized to urge the Administering Author-

ity to limit the term of office to United States Civil Service key
(Signed) Herman Q. GUERRERO personnel in the Trust Territory.

Secretary Passed by the Mariana lslands District Legislature 10 February 1964.

(Signed) Olympio T. BORJA

(k) President
(Signed) Herman Q. GUERRERO

Resolution No. Introduced by Hun. Benusto R. Kaipat, Secretary
40-1964 Saipan

RE.SOLUTION NO. 40-1964 RESPECTFULLY REQUESTING THE TRUSTEESHIP (111)

COUNCIL TO ACCELERATE A TERRITCRIAL-WIDE DISSEMINATION OF

INFORMATIONABOUTT14EUNITED _JATIONS, THE [NTERNATIONALResolution No. Introduced by Hun. Melehor S. Mendiola
TP, USTEESIdlP SYSTEM AND RECORDS OF THE CURRENT MEETINGS OF 42-1964 Rota

THE TRUSTEESI-IIP COUNCIL RESOLUTIONNO. 42-1964 RESPECTFULLY REQUESTING AND MEMORI-

IVhereas, in oI'der to achieve our goal as set forth in the objectives ALIZING THE TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL TO ENSURE THAT THE CON-

of the Trusteeship System, a continuous source of territorial-wide CLUSIONSANDRECOMMENDATIONSOFALL MEASURESPRESENTEDTO
dissemination of information about the activities concerning the THE UNITED NATIONSVISITING MISSIONIN THE PACIFICTRUST
United Nations, the International Tru._teeship System, and records TERRITORY BEDISTRIBUTEDTOTHERESPECTIVEDISTRICTLEGISLATIVE
of the current meetings of the Trusteeshp Council are indispensable; BODY

and Whereas, the recommendations of the Trusteeship Council,
14"hereas,such informations are stimulant to our sense of imagi- pertinent to the measures aforementioned in the said title of this

nation,judgement and concentration; the information ofsuch nature resolution, is most educational and the best guide to individual
is an educational and also a media to promote consciousness about legislators throughout the Trust Territory to be well conscious of
our own problems and the world-wide activities; and respective District problems and solutions to such problems; and

Whereas, territorial-wide circulation of such information will Whereas, the Municipal and District Legislatures within the
promote better understanding, consciousness of unity, and better Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands are all together striving to
progress in social, economic, political and educational status in the promote the social, economic, political and educational standards
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands; and seeking to expedite the final goal as set forth in the provisions of

Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Mariana Islands District Chapter XII, article 76, sub-paragraph "b", Trusteeship Agreement;
Legislature that the United Nations Tru:;teeship Council be respect- Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Mariana Islands District
fully rcqucsted to cause an acceleration of territorial-wide dissemi- Legislature that the Trusteeship Council be rcspectfully requested
nation of information about the United Nations, the International and memorialized to cns_zre that the conclusions and recommen-
Trusteeship System, and records of the current meetings of the dations of all measures presented to the United Nations Visiting
Trusteeship Council. Mission be distributed to the respective District Legislative body.

Passedby the Marianu Islands District Legislature I0 February 1964. Passed by the Mariana L_lands District Legixlature 10 February 1964.

(Signed) Olympio T. BORJA (Signed) Olympio T. BORJA
President President

(Signed) Herman Q. GLrERRERO (Signed) Herman Q. Gt.rERRERO
Secretary Secretary
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' (n) sessed of far wider training and business experience, from securing
economic domination within the Trust Territory and monopolizing

Resolution No. Introduced by Hun. Olympio T. Borja, trades, particularly retail trades and the distribution of essential
46-1964 Saipan goods.

RESOLUTIONNO. 46-1964 RELATIVETO OFFICIALLYEXPRESSINGTHE We believe it to be contrary to the intent of the United Nations
VIEWSOF THE MARIANAISLANDSDISTRICTLEGISLATUREIN EN- that any group either local ox"non-citizen should be enabled to secure
DORSING THE UNICAMERAL SYSTEM FOR THE PROPOSED CREATION such an economic domination in the Trust Territory or in any part
OFA TERRITORIAL-WIDE LEGISLA'rURE of timeTrust Territory that, through econoniic coercion and vast
Whereas, it is the commonly accepted theory in legislative process resources, monopolistic control of the economy and the exclusion of

that the creation of a legislative body must be a realistic, practical local competition can be accomplished.
one that will provide expediency and efficiency; and Here in Saipan, we believe such a condition exists and that unless

Whereas, on two occasions, the C.ouncil of Micronesia, by majority corrected it will in a brief period of time lead to an effective monopoly
vote, favoured a bicameral body for the proposed Congress of of not only the retail but also the wholesale trade. We also fear that
Micronesia; and if unchecked it will also spread to other areas of the Trust Territory.

Whereas, the delegations of Mariana Islands and Truk Districts We believe that the creation and operation of the Saipan Business
have objectively and intelligently l:ointcd out in the two sessions of Establishment known as the Town House, not only violate these
the Council of Micronesia that a unicameral is and will best suit the basic principles but also have been through the evasion of our law
legislative process of Micronesia; and and through various subterfuges.

Whereas, the people of the Ma,'iana Islands District have come We believe that this business is not only dominated and controlled
to believe that in choosing the syste n and composition of a legislative by the Town House of Guam, a corporation either an affiliate or
body for Micronesia the traditionz.1 feelings of preserving the tribal subsidiary of J and G Enterprises, but actually owned by such
chieftain system and the emotiona, ties that the class of nobility be corporation. That the manager and alleged part-owner are not
upheld should be secondary to the concept that a law-making body operating a business here in accordance with our law but that, under
for Micronesia should be created objectively, expediently and the guise of his wife's ownership, this non-citizen corporation is
efficiently rather than to counsel 1he class of nobility in the other without proper legal authority conducting this business. That the
districts of the territory; and alleged owners are mere employees.

Whereas, the views of the Mariana Islands District Legislature and That by price differentials, including selling merchandise at retail
the people shall not be construed a_ an inference of a discriminatory on Saipan at the same price as local merchants can obtain the same
nature or a repugnance to other ethnic or cultural groups in the wholesale on Guam before payment on freight and port charges,
Trust Territory; and there is demonstrated an attempt to secure a monopoly and drive

Whereas, a bicameral system is accepted in many parts of the world the local merchants out of business.
for reasons of tradition and a corr_promise between the noble class That these practices will tend to exclude all other wholesalers not
and the mass, but one which is impractical for Micronesia; and only in Guam but elsewhere from the local market.

Whereas, the members of the Mariana Islands District Legislature We believe that this business has not secured the requisite permis-
firmly believe that a unicameral body is the best system of a legislature sion from the High Commissioner and thus is being conducted
for Micronesia, one that is realistic, practical and which will function illegally.
with effectiveness, expediency and efficiency; Our fear is that unless checked this will lead to complete economic

Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Mariana Islands District domination of the economy of Saipan and eventually of the entire
Legislature that it officially endorse_, and supports that the proposed Trust Territory.
creation of a Territorial-wide Legislature be a unicameral in the best We invite attention to the fact that J and G Enterprises and their
interest of the inhabitants of the Territory. affiliates are not only engaged in operating a department store on

Passedby the Mariana Islands District Legislature 12 February 1964. Guam but also include a construction company, a furniture business,
a wholesale and retail food business, an automobile business and a

(Signed) Olympio T. BORJA shipping company.
President We request that an investigation be held into timetrue facts of this

(Signed) Herman Q. GUERRERO business, its actual ownership and control, whether it violates the
Secretary Code of the Trust Territory and whether or not it is an incipient

monopoly aiming at the exclusion and destruction of all competition.

11. Communication dated 10 February from Mr. Jose C. Tenorio, We seek in accordance with the intent and purposes of the tr||steeship
President of Saipan District Chamber of Conmierce, and nine your assistance in obtaining a full investigation and appropriate
others, Saipan redress.

Chalan Kanoa, Saipan. 10th day of February, 1964

To the United Nations Visiting Mission Respectfully submitted,

Your Excellencies: (Signed) (Signed)
We, the undersigned citizens and residents of the Trust Territory Jose C. TENOR|O Manuel S. VILLAGOMEZ

of the Pacific Islands, present heru_with our petition for a redress President, Saipan Businessman and
or correction of grievances pursuant to Section I, Bill of Rights of District Chamber of Commerce member Chamber of Commerce
the Trust Territory Code.

It is our belief that it is the intent of the United Nations, of the Juan S. N. PANGELINAN Herman R. GUERRERO
trusteeship agreement and of the United States Congress to protect Businessman and Businessman and
the citizens of the Trust Territory and over a period to guide and member Chamber of Commerce member Chamber of Commerce
assist these people not only to self-government but also towards Juan S. VXLLAGOMEZ Carmen L. G. BORJA
economic self-sufficiency. Businessman attd Bttsinesswoman,

In order to accomplish this purpose restrictions have been placed memtJer Chamber of Commerce member Cttamber of Commerce
upon not only the immigration of non-citizens, their ownership and
control of land, but also upon the operation and control of businesses Maria S. TENORIO Jose R. CRUZ
within the Trust Territory by non-citizens. Businesswoman, Editor attd Publisher,

member Chamber of Commecer Saipan Free Press
We believe that, if not the letter of this intent, the spirit of it

precludes circumvention and indirect economic infiltration. We Pedro P. TENORIO Jose A. TENORIO
believe that one of the main purposes is to prevent non-citizens, Manager, Saipan District Public Defender and
having access to vastly greater resources and frequently being pus- Shipping Company member Chamber of Commerce
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Ill. Communication from Mr. Jose C. Tenorio, Importer and To further illustrate our point, we submit the following:

' ' Exporter, and seven others handed to the Chairman of the 1. The Australian rice (the most important single imported staple
Mission at the public meeting in Saipan on 11 February 1964 in the Trust Territory), which is priced the lowest in today's

TRUSTTERRITORYOFT,_JEPACIFICISLANDS world market, is unavailable directly from its source of supply,
SAIPAN, MARIANAISLANDS because a middleman in Guam has this right.

2. Australian and New Zealand meat, a necessary food for the
To Chairman and Member Delegates of the United Nations Visiting people of Northern Marianas, is likewise unavailable to the
Mission Micronesian directly from its source of supply, because of an
Your Excellencies: exclusive franchise-holder in Guam.

We would like to take this opportunity to direct timeattention of 3. Australian sugar--same as above.
the members of this august body to specific matters certainly within 4. Milk, another very important ingredient for the health and
their competency; if not as delegates to the United Nations at least growth of our youths, is obtainable only after giving so much
as officials of their respective countries, commission to the merchants in Guam.

We are well aware of the sanctity o f contract and of the prohibition 5. Laundry soap is similarly treated as above.
against governmental interference w;th legitimate business practices; In view of the above, we hereby solicit your earnest assistance in
however, it seems to us that sincerity demands more than lip-service rectifying this unjust practice existing in our midst. Briefly, we stress
from our United Nations protectors this to be unjust in view of:

If individual members of this esteemed delegation are unwilling I. Vastly unequal individual earning and purchasing power
to assist us in the correction of the specific grievances I will point between an average Guam citizen and an average Trust
out later, then all is merely verbal dissonance; all sound and fury. Territory citizen.
We do not appreciate being considered as helpless sources of easy 2. Different political status of the two areas.
dollars by the high-riding franchise-holders in Guam. We would
enjoin the members of this delegation to assist us in breaking the 3. Inequality further expressed by a lesser-populated area (Guam)
franchise system, particularly in New Zealand and Australia, our imposing its franchise rights over a greater-populated area
nearest supplier, thus enabling us to deal directly with the sources (Trust Territory).
of supply. We look forward to your early deiiverance and a satisfactory

As you all know, a sizable portion of our foodstuffs are imported solution to one of our many pressing problems.
from abroad, and that in general, Micronesian wages are low. For (Signed) Jose C. TENORIO (Signed) Manuel S. VILLAOOMEZ
these two significant reasons, we are rather concerned and dis- Importer and Exporter Importer and Exporter
heartened by the fact that merchant., in Guam enjoy exclusive fran-
chise rights on nearly all essential ccmmodities vitally necessary for Maria S. TENOmO Carmen L. G. BOPJA
our daily sustenance. We see no justifications for the Guam busi- Retailers Retailers
nessmen to control, or dictate the movement of commodities within
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. Politically, we are a Juan S. N. PANGELINAN Juan S. VILLAGOMEZ
separate entity; economically, we are far below their (Guam) eco- Retailers Retailers
nomic standard. The gains enjoyed by the Guam merchants of
3 to 4 per cent in commissions paid by the Saipanese customers can Herman R. GUERRERO Torcuato B. TUDELA
well be applied to reduce the cost of living in Micronesia instead. Retail Enterprise Retail Enterprise

ANNEX II

War damage claims: letter dated 26 March 1964 from the

United States Representative on the Trusteeship Council

to the Chairman of the Visiting Mission

Dear Mr. Arabassador: (c) Claims against the United States "for losses sustained as a re-
sult of United States actions after the time of securing of the areas".

I hope that you had a very successful visit to the Trust Territory
of the Pacific islands and I look forward to hearing of your expe- The Administering Authority wishes to point out that this cate-
riences in the near future, gorization is inaccurate and misleading. In the view of the United

States Government, there are no legitimate claims which fall in
May I call to your attention that during the discussions between

the Visiting Mission and the Administering Authority in Washington category (b).
on 31 January, the Visiting Mission drew the Administering Author- With respect to category (a), claims against Japan for losses
ity's attention to a passage in a private post-war economic survey sustained as a result of actions which violated the League mandate
of Micronesia conducted in 1946 before the Trusteeship Agreement are the subject of negotiation with Japan. The United States believes
entered into force. (Although timepassage reproduced in the report that any legitimate claims of Trust Territory citizens for compen-
of the 1961 Visiting Mission, T/1532, p. 38, was foot-noted as sation for injuries occasioncd as a result of military operations during
coming from Planning Micronesia'.; Future edited by Douglas World War II fall within category (a).
L. Oliver, Harwtrd, 1951, it originally appeared on pages 64-65 of Category (c) refers to the taking of lands by the United States.
Summary of Findings and Reconunendations, volume 1, Economic TimeUnited States has always recognized its obligation to compensate
Survey of Micronesia, United States Commercial Company, Hono- Microncsians for lands taken. Funds were appropriated for this
lulu, 1946.) That survey categorized Micronesian war damage purpose in 1951 and since that time approximately $1,800,000 has
claims as follows: been paid to Micronesians. The United States informed the Visiting

(a) Claims against Japan "for losses sustained as. a result of Mission on 31 January that it anticipated the settlement of the last
actions which violated the League Mandate"; of the major land claims, the Kwajalein claims, within a short period

(b) Claims against the United Sta:es "for losses sustained as a of time. That settlement was made on 12 February.
result of United States actions commi:ted in violation of the laws of Sincerely yours,
war"; and (Signed) Sidney R. YATES
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' ' - ANNEX II[

Recommendation of the Council of Micronesia,
SpecialSession, March 1963

Recommendation 3-1963 6. Reapportionment

Reapportionment of the Assembly shall take place in 1970 and
The Council of Micronesia recommends to the High Commissioner every ten (10) years thereafter. Regardless of population change,

that the planned Territorial legislature be established on the following no district shall have fewer than two legislators.basis:

1. Name--Congress of Micronesia 7. Qttalifications of Legislators
(a) Delegates: 30 years of age; at least 7 years a citizen of the

(a) This area is well known as Micronesia. The term Micronesia Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands and at least 1 year bona fide
was originally used as an anthropclogical term, but now it has resident of his district at time of his election.

become a term used in a political sense. (b) Assemblymen: 25 years of age; at least 5 years citizen of the
(b) Micronesia is a lasting term, that is, some day in the future the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands and a bona fide resident of his

terms Trust Territory or Territory may cease to be used because of district at time of his election.
a change in the political status of the area. Regardless of change
this area will always remain Micronesia. 8. Holding other offices

(c) Congress rather than Legislature--It is expected that even- Individuals in staff positions with the Administering Authority
tually, the District Congresses will be referred to as District Legis- on Territorial and District levels as well as the Judiciary may not
latures, thus the Territorial body will be properly referred to as hold office in the Congress.
Congress; something like the existing terminologies in a federation
such as the United States where there exists a United States Congress 9. Vacancies

and state legislatures. Replacement of vacancies will be by District Administrator's
(d) The term Congress is appropriate also because there will be appointment.

two houses.
10. bnpeachment

2. Type--Bicameral This will be a power of the Congress.

(a) District interests will be better protected by having two houses; 11. Communications
it will slow down the legislative process and thereby make for more
carefully considered laws. High Commissioner may transmit messages and communications

to the Congress.(b) Good features of the several Micronesian cultures will be
better protected. 12. Sessions

(c) A bicameral type of body is believed to be the kind that can Sessions: Will be twice a year, as follows:

create, at this early stage of development, a favourable atmosphere (a) Regular session to be held at the seat of Trust Territory
for continuous growth and development and make for a smoother Government. This session will be on the first Tuesday in February.
transition to the type of political body considered superior by modern
political scientists. (b) Travelling session. This is for the benefit of the people in the

districts. Meeting on first Tuesday in August, beginning with
3. The Congress of Micronesia will consist of two houses, the Marshalls, Ponape, Truk, Yap, Palau and Marianas.

House of Delegates, which will be composed of two representatives 13. Special sessionfrom each district, and the Assembly, with representatives appor-
tioned on a population basis. High Commissioner may call special sessions.

4. Apportionment of Legislators, si.re of body 14. Oath
One will be required.

A_sembly House of Delegates

Marshalls ......... 3 2 15. Rules of procedure

Marianas .......... 2 2 These will be adopted by both houses.Ponape .......... 3 2
Truk ........... 4 2 16. Quorum

Yap ............ 2 2 Three-quarters of elected members for both houses.
Palau ........... 2 2

16 12 17. Enacting clause
"Be it enacted by the , that", etc.

5. Term of office
18. Title of measures

(a) House of Delegates--Term will be 4 years_(l) A term of
4 years will provide an opportunity for legislators to learn the Bills and Resolutions.
responsibilities of their mission. (2) It will give the legislators a
fecling of security and thus help them do a bctter job. 19. Passage of Bills

(b) Assembly--Term will be 2 years. (1) Give wider participation. Bills shall go to the High Commissioncr for approval. He must
Term of 2 years will also have the effect of keeping the legislators disapprove within 20 days (including Sundays and Holidays) from
responsible, espccially when rcalizing that their re-elections depend the time of receipt; if not, the bill will become law. If he disapproves
considerably on their performance and good record, he shall return it with his objections and both houses rnay by a

two-thirds vote resubmit it. If he does not approve it, he must
(c) By having a term of 2 years and the tenure of the office some- within 15 days submit it to the Secretary of Interior. The Secretary

what short and dependent on the people, it will have a screening effect of Interior must take action within 90 days of its receipt by him,
and only sincere, devoted people of genuine interest in the well- otherwise it shall become law.
being of the people will run for the office.

(d) Selection of candidates--A system of elections will be estab- 20. JournalofProceedings
lished which will be flexible to suit eac.a district. The Congress shall publish one.
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_ ' 21. lmnumity of Legislators gress will be valuable to the High Commissioner and will develop

Immunity is necessary. It is to enable Legislators to debate Congress familiarity and experience in fiscal matters.
issues without the threat of legal suit for statements made during 30. 1tern veto
sessions, and also to be free from arrest while going to and from

sessions. To avoid vetoing an entire bill because of one or more unaccep-

table items. The High Commissioner shall have it'em veto power
22. Taxing power on appropriation measures.

The Congress shall have the power to provide by law for the levy 31. Officersof taxes.

23. Appropriation power (a) House of DelegatesPresident
The Congress shall have the power to appropriate funds. Vice-President

24. Amendments (b) Assembly

If this body is established by charter it can be amended by the Speaker
Secretary of Interior on his own initiative or by a two-thirds vote of Vice-Speaker

each house of Congress and High Commissioner's approval. 32. Employees

25. Power to #_vestigate, hoM hearbzgs, and subpoena witnesses Full time clerical employees will be necessary.
These are customary incidents of legislative authority and are

essential to proper functioning. 33. Official language

26. Sessions English will be the preferred language.

These will be public. 34. Laws

27. Qualifieations of Members Laws enacted by the Congress shall become part of the Trust
Territory Code. The Congress shall have the power to amend or

Congress shall be the judge ot the qualifications of its members, repeal provisions of the Trust Territory Code.

28. Compensation 35. At the end of its first year of existence and if necessary at
Compensation shall be as prov:ded by law. each regular session thereafter the nature of this body--that is

whether it be bicameral or unicameral--shall be studied by the
29. Budget Assembly, and at its recommendation and the concurrence of the
The High Commissioner shall submit the Trust Territory budget High Commissioner the body shall be then converted into a uni-

to the body for review and recommendations. Advice of the Con- cameral one.

, ANNEX IV

i
Charter of the Truk District Legislature

Preamble Article H

Whereas, the Truk District Congress was established under the Section 1. There shall be fifteen electoral precincts, as follows:
provision of a Charter granted 9 August 1957 by the High Coin- Number 1. Namonouito (Ulul, Magur, Ono, Onari and Pisarach);
missioner of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, in order to Number 2. Ta and Satawan; Number 3. Tol and Fala Beguets;
provide a representative legislative body for the people of Truk Number4. Lukunor and Oneop; Number 5. Namoluk; Number 6.
District, and Udot, Ramonum and Eot; Number 7. Moch, Kuttu and Ettal;

Whereas, the elected representa'Sve of the people of Truk District, Number 8. Uman; Number 9. Manwunpattiu (Pulap, Tamatam,
meeting as the Truk District Congress pursuant to the term of that Puluwat and Pulusuk); Number I0. Lukeisel (Nama, Losap and
Charter, on 7 August 1963 by two-third majority vote requested that Pis); Number 11. Fefan, Parem and Tsis; Number 12. Polle,
the existing Charter be replaced b:¢a revised one, provision of which Patta and Wonei; Number 13. Dublon; Number 14. Moen;
they recommended; Number 15. Namwin Pafeng (Ruo, Murilo, Fananu and Nomwin).

Apportionment of legislators shall be as follows: Precincts I, 2, 4,
Now, therefore, I, M.W. Goding, High Commissioner of the 5, 7, 9 and 15 shall elect one member. Precincts 8, 6, 10 and 13

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, hereby rescind the Charter of shall each elect two members. Precincts 3 and I1 shall each elect
9 August 1957, and grant to the people of Truk District this present three members. Precinct 14 shall elect four members.

Charter, giving them the right, in accordance with its provision, to Section 2. Reapportionment on a population basis shall take
participate, through the Truk Dislrict Legislature in the government place every ten years, beginning in 1970. Regardless of populationof Truk District. The Truk District Legislature is the successor in
all respects and in every way, and in accordance with this Charter, change, each precinct shall be entitled to have at least one legislator.
to the Truk District Congress. Section 3. To be eligible for election or appointment, a person

must be a citizen of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands; have
Article 1 resided in Truk District for a three-year period immediately preceding

his election ; be a resident of his electoral precinct for a period of not
Section 1. The legislative powt:rs of Truk District herein granted less than one year immediately preceding his election; be twenty-

by the High Commissioner of the Trust Territory of the Pacific three years of age or over; and never have been convicted of a
Islands shall be vested in a single house to be known as the Truk felony.

District Legislature. Section 4. Where a legislator is unable to perform the duties of
Section 2. The Truk District Legislature, hereinafter referred to the office due to physical or mental disability or who dies or resigns

as the Legislature, shall be composed of twenty-seven legislators or is removed by action of the Legislature, another shall be appointed

._|qW elected every two years by the electors of Truk District. to fill the remainder of the term by the District Administrator. In
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• _ tile event a legislator elect is unable to assume office, there shall be days before a vote may be taken. Measures shall be titled as either
a special election in his electoral precinct to elect another in his bills or resolutions.

place. Section 4. Communications and draft measures may be trans-
mitted to the Legislature by the District Administrator for con-

Article III sideration by it.

Section 1. No person may sit in the Legislature who holds an Section 5. Upon passage of a measure by the Legislature it shall
elected public office in the executive branch in a municipality, who be signed by the Speaker.
holds a judicial office, or who holds a staff position in the district
administration. Section 6. Each bill shall have an enacting clause as follows: Be

it enacted by the Truk District Legislature, that, etc. Each bill
Section 2. The Legislature alone shall determine the qualifications passed by the Legislature shall be known as an act of the Truk

of its members. The Legislature may by an affirmative three-fourths District Legislature.
vote of its members expel a member for cause.

Section 7. Every act of the Legislature shall be presented to the
Section 3. Qualifications of eleclors shall be as follows: Each District Administrator. If he approves or disapproves he shall so

shall be eighteen years of age or over; be a citizen of the Trust indicate on the act and transmit it to the High Commissioner. If
Territory of the Pacific Islands; have been a resident of Truk District the District Administrator does not take action within sixty days the
for a period of at least one year immediatcly preceding the election; act shall be considered as having his approval. If the High Com-
be a registered elector in his precinct at the time of the election; not missioner approves he shall sign the act. If the High Commissioner
be serving a criminal sentence at the time of the election, neither approves nor disapproves the act within thirty days, it shall

be a law in like manner as if he had signed it. Both the District
Article t"V Administrator and the High Commissioner shall have item veto

power on appropriation acts. Each approved act shall be known
Section 1. The Legislature shall convene twice a year in regular as a Truk District Law. The Legislature may repeal District Orders

session. These shall be on the third "]?uesdayof February and on the with the exception of those designated Emergency District Orders
third Tuesday of August, if possible. The District Administrator in Section 29, Trust Territory Code.
may convene the Legislature into spe:ial session, whose proceedings
shall be confined to the subjects stated in the District Administrator's Section 8. The Legislature shall keep a journal of its proceedings
convening call. A special session of the Legislature shall be called and publish the same.
upon petition of one-third of the mer,abership.

Section 2. Each legislator shall lcresent credentials in the form Article V1

of a statement from the chairman of the Truk District Election Section 1. There shall be four Standing Committees: Political,
Board certifying his election. The Legislature shall organize Social, Economic and Appropriation. Chairman and members of
annuallyat the beginning of each February session electinga Speaker the committees shall be appointed by the Speaker. Measures
and Vice-Speaker. There shall be an oath of office which the introduced in the Legislature shall be assigned to the appropriate
Speaker shall administer to each legislator individually, committee by the Speaker. Measures shall be numbered and placed

Section 3. Members of the Legis_,ature during their attendance on a calendar in the order in which they are reported out.
at the Legislature and in going to ano returning from the same,

shall not be subject to civil process and shall, in all cases except Article 1Ill
felony or breach of the peace, be privileged from arrest. No
Legislator shall be held to answer before any tribunal other than the Section 1. The Legislature shall have the power to levy and
Legislature itself for any speech or debate in the Legislature. collect taxes and appropriate money.

Section 4. As incidents of its legislative authority, the Legislature
may conduct investigations, hold public hearings and administer Article VII1oaths.

Section 5. The rate of compensation for the members of the Section 1. Amendments to this Charter may be made upon an
Legislature and its employees shall be established by law. affirmative vote of three-fourths of the Legislature and approval by

the District Administrator and the High Commissioner, or by the

Article V High Commissioner on his own initiative.
, Section 2. The Truk District Congress shall be automatically

Section 1. The Legislature shall, by an affirmative vote of two- dissolved upon the convening of the first session of the Legislature.
thirds of its members, establish rules of procedure. An election to select members of the Legislature shall be conducted

Section 2. Three-fourths of the members of the Legislature shall no later than 31 December 1963. Given under my hand and seal
constitute a quorum. An affirmative'cote of a majority of the mem- this 25th day of September, 1963.

bers of the Legislature shall be required to pass a measure. (Signed) M.W. GODINO
Section 3. Any member may introduce a measure. Measures High Commissioner

introduced shall be read in the Legislature two times on different Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands
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, • • ANNEX V

Positions now occupied by Micronesians formerly held by
United States personnel, by districts

1 January 1964

Posittcns Marianns Marshalls Palau Ponape Truk Yap Headquarters

District Director of Medical
Services ........ 1 1 1 1 1 1

Assistant Director of Med-
ical Services ...... 1 1 1 1 1 1

Hospital Administrator . . 1 1 1 1 1 0
Director of Dental Services 1 1 1 1 1 1
Head Nurse ....... 1 1 1 1 1 1

(Nursing
Nurse-Instructor . .... 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 School)
Director of Sanitation Ser-

vices ......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
District Sanitarian .... 1 1 1 1 1 1
District Educational

Administrator ..... 0 1 1 0 0 0
Education Specialist .... 0 0 1 0 0 0
Teacher ......... 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 (PICS)
Agriculturist ....... 1 0 1 0 0 0
District Commu:aications

Officer ......... 0 1 1 1 1 1
Assistant District Commu-

nications Officer .... 0 1 1 1 1 0
District Finance Officer . . 1 1 1 1 1 1

, District Land "fitles Officer 1 0 0 1 1 0
Assistant District Supply

Officer ......... 0 1 1 1 0 1
District Administrator's

Secretary ...... 0 0 1 0 0 0
Administrative Assistant . . 0 1 0 0 0 0
Disbursing Clerk ..... 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Payroll Supervisor .... 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Bookkeeping Machine

Operator ....... 0 0 0 0 0 0 !
1---6 1"-2 1"-4 1-_ 1--6- 8 7

GRAND TOTAL" 72

ANNEX V[

Salaries of positions now occupied by Mieronesians formerly
held by United States personnel

10 March 1964

Positions Salary range Per annum

$ $

District Director of Medical Services ............... 4,480.00 6,480.00
Assistant Director of Medical Services ............... 3,740.00 5,340.00
Hospital Administrator ..................... 1,456.00 2,204.80
Director of Dentzd Services ................... 3,240.00 4,720.00
Head Nurse .......................... 1,268.80 1,830.40
Nurse-Instructor ........................ 1,352.00 2,100.80
Director of Sanitation Services .................. 3,240.00 4,720.00
District Sanitarian ....................... 1,456.00 2,204.80
District Educational Administrator ................ 3,740.00 5,340.00
Education Specialist ....................... 2,800.00 3,960.00
Teacher ............................ 2,800.00 3,960.00
Agriculturist .......................... 2,800.00 3,960.00
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' _ ° ANNEX VI (continued)

Positions Salaryrange Perannum

$ $
District Communications Officer ................. 2,800.00 3,960.00
Assistant District Communications Officer ............. 1,352.00 2,100.80
District Finance Officer ..................... 2,800.00 3,960.00
District Land Titles Officer .................... 2,800.00 3,960.00
Assistant District Supply Officer ................. 1,352.00 2,100.80
District Administrator's Secretary ................. 2,800.00 3,960.00
Administrative A_sistant ..................... 2,800.00 3,960.00

, Disbursing Clerk ......................... 1,019.20 1,518.40
Payroll Supervisor ....................... 1,456.00 2,204.80
Bookkeeping Machine Operator ................. 1,019.20 1,518.40

ANNEX VII

Unofficial Saipan plebiscite
October 1963

Questions Numberof votesreceived

I. DO you want to become U. S. citizen within the political framework of
the Territory of Guam? ..................... 1,231

2. Do you want independence? ................... 9

3. Do you want to become U. S. citizen by becoming a separate Territory of
the United States? ........................ 32

4. What other form of government do you want? ........... 0

Invalid votes ........................ 14

Total number of votes cast .................. 1,286
Total number of eligible voters ................ 3,015

A_'_EX VIII

Itinerary of the Mission

Date Place Remarks Distancecovered
(Instatutemiles)

4 February 1964 San Francisco Arrived from New York 2,720

5 February 1964 Honolulu Arrived from San Francisco. Meeting with Micronesian students at 2,150
the East-West Center.

6 February 1964 Honolulu Tour of the Bernice P. Bishop Museum and meeting with its Director.
Visited the Honolulu Technical School. Discussions with officials
of the East-West Center and Micronesian students.

7 February 1964 Honolulu Courtesy call on the President of the University of Hawaii. Discussions
with University and East-West Center officials. Visited the Church
Collcge of Hawaii and the Polynesian Cultural Center at Laie.

8 February 1964 Honolulu Private meeting of tile Visiting Mission and further talks with East-
West Center stall'.

9 February 1964 Honolulu Departed by air for Guam. Crossed International Date-Line 3,750

10 February 1964 Guam Visited the College of Guam and the Micronesian Products Center. 120
Meeting with Guam Convention Committee of the Federation of
Asian Women's Associations. Departed by air for Saipan.

I 11 February 1964 Saipan Conferences with the High Commissioner of the Trust Territory and

I selected staff, of the District and with the
Tour Saipan meeting

District Administrator and his staff. Public meeting at Chalan
Kanoa Auditorium.
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ANNEX viii (continued)

Date Place Remarks Distance covered
(in statute miles)

12 February 1964 Saipan Meetings with Saipan Municipal Legislature and Mariana Islands
District Legislature. Visited intermediate and elementary schools.

13 February 1964 Saipan Departed by air for Tinian. 15
Tinian Meeting with Tinian Municipal Council and general public. Visited

Tinian elementary school and villages.
Rota Arrived by air from Tinian. Meeting with Rota Municipal Council 56

and general public. Visited agricultural station and schools.

Saipan Returned by air from Rota. Attended dinner given by the Mariana 71
Islands District Legislature.

14 February 1964 Koror, Palau Arrived by air from Saipan. 820

15 February 1964 Koror Meeting with the District Administrator and his staff. Visited Palau
agricultural station, hospital and intermediate and elementary schools.
Trip by boat to Babelthaup Island; visited Airai airfield and school
building.

16 February 1964 Koror Visited Palau Museum.

17 February 1964 Koror Conferences with the Palau District Legislature, chiefs and magistrates.
Visited the sawmill, handicraft shops and power plant. Attended
feast and traditional dances given by the people of Palau in honour
of the Visiting Mission.

18 February 1964 Koror Trip by boat to Melekeiok Municipality on Babelthaup. Meeting with
Melekeiok Municipal Council. Visited public elementary school
of Melekeiok and the Fisheries Development Project on Malakal
Island.

19 February 1964 Colonia, Yap Arrived by air from Palau. Visited intermediate school, hospital, radio 253
station, public works, and Yap Money Bank. Attended a flag-
raising ceremony at which the Chairman of the Mission officiated.
Meeting with the District Administrator and his staff.

20 February 1964 Colonia Meeting with the Yap District Legislature and Yap Council. Visited
Agricultural Station and Gaanelay School. Attended traditional
Yapese dances in honour of the Mission at the Rul Men's House.

21 February 1964 Ulithi, Yap Arrived by air from Colonia. Meeting with Ulithi Council members 100
and chiefs. Visited public schools on Asor and Falalop atolls.

Guam Arrived by air from Ulithi. 361

22 February 1964 Moen, Truk Arrived by air from Guam. Meeting with the District Administrator 558
and his staff.

23 February 1964 Truk Conference with Micronesian staff members.

24 February 1964 Truk Attended the opening session of the Truk District Legislature. Visited
agricultural station, public works and Xavier High School. Public
meeting.

25 February 1964 Uman, T,.-uk Departed by boat for Uman. Meeting with Uman Municipal Council
and general public.

Moen, Island, Truk Returned by boat from Uman. Conference with Moen Municipal
Council. Attended Trukese feast given by the Truk District Legis-
lature and Trukese community.

26 February 1964 Lukunor, Truk Departed by air for Lukunor. Meeting with Lukunor Municipal 330
Council and general public. Returned by air from Lukunor.

27 February 1964 Ponape Arrived by air from Truk. Meeting with Acting District Adminis- 378
trator and staff.

28 February 1964 Ponape Meeting with Net Municipal Council and general public. Visited
intermediate and elementary schools. Conference with the Ponape
District Legislature. Meeting with Kolonia Town Mayor and
Council and general public. Attended feast given by Kolonia Town
Government at Kapinganaarangi Village in honour of the Visiting
Mission.

29 February 1964 Metalanim, Ponape Departed by boat for Metalanim. Visited Metalanim Plantation, Trust
Territory Farm Institute and Housing Co-operatives. Meeting with
Metalanim Municipal Council and general public. Visited Nan
Madol ruins. Returned by boat to Ponape.

1 March 1964 Ponape Conference with Micronesian staff members. Visited Pacific Islands
Central School. Meeting with the students in the auditorium.

Attended dinner and stick-dance performance given by PonapeWomen's Association.
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III " _ Q P ANNEX VIII (continued)

Date Place Remarks Distance covered

(in $tatute miles)

2. March 1964 Kusaie, Ponape Departed by air for Kusaie. Meeting with Kusaie Municipal Council 612
and general public. Visited Kusaie intermediate school. Meeting
with the students in the auditorium. Returned to Ponape by air.

3 March 1964 Nukuoro, Ponape Departed by air for Nukuoro Atoll. Meeting with Nukuoro Municipal 270
Council and general public. Tour of Nukuoro.

Kapingamarangi Departed by air for Kapingamarangi Atoll. Tour of Kapingamarangi. 170
Meeting with Kapingamarangi Municipal Council and general public.

Returned by air to Ponape. Reception given by the Visiting Mission. 409

•4 March 1964 Kwajatein Arrived by air from Ponape. Visited Ebeye by boat. Meeting with 580
Ebeye Council and general public.

5 March 1964 Rongelap Departed by air for Rongelap. Meeting with Rongelap Council and 304
general public. Returned by air to Kwajalein.

Majuro Arrived by air from Kwajalein. 238

,6 March 1964 Majuro Visited intermediate and elementary schools, agricultural station, public
works, dental school, and Armer Ishoda Memorial Hospital. Meet-
ing with Majuro Municipal Council and general public. Conference
with Hold-Over Committee of Marshall Islands Congress.

'7 March 1954 Laura, Majuro Departed by car for Laura. Meeting with Laura Municipal Council
and general public. Returned to Majuro by car. Visited Catholic
Mission School and trading companies. Attended Marshallese
performances given by the MarshaUese people in honour of the
Visiting Mission.

8 March 1964 Truk Departed by air for Truk via Kwajalein. 1,188

9 March 1964 Saipan Arrived by air from Truk. 585

I0 March 1964 Saipan Private meeting of the Mission. Conference with the High Commis-
sioner and selected staff. Reception given by the Mission.

11 March 1964 Saipan Private meeting of the Mission. Final conference with the High
Commissioner.

12 March 1964 Guam Arrived by air from Saipan. 120

13 March 1964 Guam Visited the College of Guam and the dormitory for Micronesian
students. Meeting with Micronesian students. Attended dinner
given by Governor Manuel Guerrero at Government House. De-
parted by air for Honolulu.

13 March 1964 Honolulu Arrived by air from Guam. Crossed International Date-Line. 3,800

15 March 1964 San Francisco Arrived by air from Guam. 2,460

16 March 1964 New York Arrived by air from San Francisco. 2,269

TOTAL : 24,687
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I

" RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL

2141 (XXXI). Report of the United Nations Visiting Mission to
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, 1964

The Trusteeship Council,

Having examined at its thirty-first session the report of the United Nations
Visiting Mission to the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, 1964,1

Having heard the oral observations made by the representatives of the United
States of America concerning the said report,

1. Takes note of the report of the Visiting Mission and the observations of the
Administering Authority thereon;

2. Expresses its appreciation of the work accomplished by the Visiting Mission
on its behalf;

3. Draws attention to the fact that, at its thirty-first session, in formulating its
own conclusions and recommendations on conditions in the Trust Territory con-
cerned, the Council took into account the recommendations and observations of the
Visiting Mission and the observations of the Administering Authority thereon;

4. DecMes that it will continue to take these recommendations, conclusions and
observations into account in future examinations of matters relating to the Trust
Territory concerned;

5. Invites the Administering Authority concerned to take into account the
recommendations and conclusions of the Visiting Mission, as well as the comments
made thereon by the members of the Council;

6. Decides, in accordance with rule 98 of its rules of procedure, that the report
of the Visiting Mission and the text of the present resolution shall be printed.

1241st meeting,
23 June 1964.

t T/1620
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